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SUMMARY
The intent of this thesis was to define and assess a display
design concept oriented toward providing information at a level
that is more relevant to the task the user is to perform. This
concept is a modification of the traditional design process and
was based on the premise that the computationa I capabilities of
modern, graphics-based display systems should be considered in
the display design process. The primary modification to the
design process was to decompose the user's task only to a level
where relevan_ information_can beident!f!ed. This _relevant
information, if not directly provided by the system sensors,
shoUld be provided by synthesis from the under!wing data of the
system.
A second, complementary part of this concept dealt with
providing information in a form that is more appropriate to the
user's task. pftgn, Picture elements chosen to support a
particular task are less than optimum, from a user's standpoint,
for that task, Frequehtly, this less than optimum choice is
predicated on the characteristics of the available data. If a
better picture element choice is possible, then data should be
processed or synthesized to support this implementation. In
this respect, the design process is bottom-up, with the
information form dictating the information characteristics.
A description of this prop0sed concept with a design example
was provided. This example was then evaluated against a
functionally similar, traditional display. The results of this
evaluation showed that a task-oriented approach to design is a
viable concept with regard to reducing user error, increasing
acceptance, and reducing cogni£1ve workload. _ Thegoal of this
design process, providing task'oriented information to the user,
both in content and form, appears to be a feasible mechanism for
increasing the overall performance of a man-machine system.
INTRODUCTION
The systems interface requirements between man and machine
may be categorized by the direction of information transfer;
either man to machine or machine to man. In the transfer of
information from machine to man, a major mechanism for providing
this information transfer is through visual displays. For this
interaction of man and machine, displays are generally designed
to assist the man in accomplishing one of two operator tasks,
either contr0_fng the machlne or m0ni£oring the state or
actions of the machine. The display requirements for the
control task deal with situations where the man must be provided
sufficient information to continuously or momentarily direct the
activities of the machine. The display requirements for a
monitoring task deal with situations where the man is more of a
systems supervisor, requiring status information on the system
being managed.
In an automotive environment, an example of the display
interface for control is a speedometer, which provides feedback
to the driver for control of the speed of the vehicle. A
monitoring requirement may be represented by a water temperature
gage. In this latter instance, the information conveyed by this
instrument is used only to determine if the system is operating
properly. With two significantly different task requlrementS
imposed on the man, the driver in this example, it would be
natural to assume that two different methods of information
presentation would be usedto fulfill thes--ere_irements. The
point that is significant to this study is that this is not
normally the case. Additionally, current presentations using
electronic media are typically carryovers of their
electromechanical counterparts, both in content and form. What
is seen is electronic media providing the man with basically raw
sensor data in a traditional form.
The underlying premise to this thesis is that the
computational capabilities of modern, graphics-based display
systems should be considered in the display design process. By
providing information in a form that is more directly aligned
with the user's task, a reduction of the cognitive workload
associated with the use of displayed information may be
possible. This may require that the raw data that are typically
displayed be processed into a more appropriate representation
and presented in a manner that permits easier assimilation. If
one were to assume that this is an obvious concept, then one
needs only to survey the use of computer generated display
formats in industry to find that this assumption is incorrect or
if correct, then not applied. The apparent merit of providing
information at a more relevant level and supported by a display
form that is more readily assimilated is the foundation of this
design concept.
The traditional approach to display design is considered to
have two distinct parts; defining the information content (an
analysis phase) and describing the information form (a synthesis
phase) (refs. 1-3). The definition of the information content
usually includes a definition of the system objectives, a
function analysis, a task analysis, and the identification of
the information requirements, in this process, the system goals
generally describe the intent or objectives of the system. The
function analysis then details what needs to be done to fulfill
the system objectives. Next, a task analysis and decomposition
is performed to define how to provide for the functio]_s.
Finally, all of the information that the user will need to
perform the tasks are identified in an information requirements
list.
The second part of the traditional design process is the
description of the information form. This description begins by
using the information requirements list as the primary
specification for the selection of picture elements (e.g., a
graph, table, or chart which conveys information to the user to
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support a task). After the picture elements have been defined,
they are combined together to form a picture. The defined
picture must now be modified to conform to the identified
implementation constraints. Compromises are frequently
necessary for either the selection of a picture element or the
organization of the picture as a whole. This process of
selection and modification is repeated until all constraint
conflicts are resolved. The final product of this iterative
design process is a display specification.
The approac h taken in this thesis was to modify the
traditional design process at two points. First, the design
process was modified at the point where the information required
by the user to perform a specific task is defined. At this point
in the traditional design, the user's task was usually
decomposed to a level where a data source could be identified.
The modification proposed in this thesis is to decompose the
user's task only to a level where relevant information can be
identified. This relevant information, if not directly provided
by the raw data from the system, should be provided by synthesis
from the underlying data of the system. By providing
information at a more appropriate level of detail, a reduction
of the user's cognitive workload associated with the use of this
information should be possible.
A second, complementary part of this proposed concept deals
with providing information in a form that is more appropriate to
the user's task. Often, picture elements chosen to support a
particular task are less than optimum, from a user's standpoint,
for that task. Frequently, this less-than-optimum choice is
predicated on the characteristics of the available raw data. If
a better picture element can be found, one that better supports
the user's task, then data should be processed or synthesized to
support this implementation. The goal of this design process,
then, is to provide task-oriented information to the user, both
in content and form, to support the user's needs at a level more
relevant to the user's task.
The specific area of interest for this thesis was secondary
flight display formats, with aircraft engine instruments as the
actual application. This application area was chosen because it
provides both a control task and a systems monitoring task. It
is believed that the general concepts being advocated and the
results of this thesis will be applicable through a broad range
of application areas.
THE DESIGN PROCESS
In recent years, some of the most effective guidelines to the
display design process have come from the Department of Defense
(refs. 3-4) and the nuclear power community (refs. i, 2, 5, 6),
the latter probably as a result of the Three Mile Island
incident. As described in these documents (as well as refs. 7-
9), the display design process should be accomplished using a
top-down, iterative approach with at least two distinct phases:
analysis and synthesis. The analysis phase is used to define
the use of the display system from the user's standpoint. As a
minimum, this phase includes the definition of the requirements
of the system to meet some overall objective and the information
needed to fulfill those requirements. The product of the
analysis phase is a list of the information and its
characteristics required by the intended user of the display
system. This list is then used as the primary specification for
the synthesis phase. The synthesis phase is used to define the
optimum display format, the picture. This picture is then
transformed into an achievable display specification. The
transformation process includes the identification of
implementation constraints and the iteration of these
constraints back into the design. The relationship of these
phases is illustrated in figure i.
P
Analysis Phase
(System Definition)
Synthesis Phase
(Picture Definition) Identification ofllConstraints
l
Design Specification
Figure i. The display design process.
The primary concepts explored in this thesis deal with a
modification of the analysis phase and the relationship of the
analysis phase with the synthesis phase. To exemplify these
concepts, a partial design will first be performed for a jet
aircraft engine display using the current design approach. A
second design will then be performed for the same display
requirement using the concepts proposed in this thesis. For
this example, the objectives will be constrained to aircraft
takeoff situations and typical inflight situations.
Additionally, the design will be constrained to normal control
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and monitoring tasks, to include fault detection. Failure
diagnosis and the related procedures were not included in this
design analysis.
The aircraft system used for this example, a Pratt and
Whitney JTSD-7 turbofan engine, typically provides the following
sensor data:
i. Engine pressure ratio, EPR, which is the ratio in pressure
sensed at the exhaust portion of the engine relative to
the intake portion of the engine.
2. Low-pressure compressor rotational speed, N I.
3. High-pressure compressor rotational speed, N 2.
4. Exhaust gas temperature, EGT.
5. Fuel flow.
6. Oil pressure.
7. Oil temperature.
8. Oil quantity.
The primary sensor for representing engine power is EPR.
Additionally, N I, N 2, EGT, and fuel flow are also directly
related to engine power. As such, these parameters may be
highly dynamic in nature. The oil system is relatively
insensitive to engine power or changes in power.
Most of the systems and components described by these sensors
have special operating regions associated with them: caution
regions, requiring special attention by the operator, and
warning regions, where continued operation is likely to cause
component damage. These regions must, obviously, be considered
in the design requirements for the display design. For this
engine, these regions are given in table I.
As part of the design description, the following chapters
will present, in the context of this example, the traditional
display analysis process, a limited synthesis phase, and a
display implementation that fulfills this analysis. The
alternative design concept will then be presented with a
complementary display implementation. At this point, an
experimental comparison of the products of both designs will be
described.
TRADITIONAL DESIGN ANALYSIS
The traditional design methodology used in this study is
patterned after two display guidelines from the nuclear power
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industry (refs. 1-2). Using the approach described in these
references, the analysis phase is partitioned, again in a top-
down manner, into four parts: the definition of the system
objectives, a function analysis, a task analysis, and the
identification and description of the information requirements.
The system objectives are used to describe what the system is to
do, who will use the system, where it will be used, and when it
will be used. The system objectives for the current work are
defined as follows:
What is the system to do? This display system should provide
real-time information to allow the user to monitor the
systems/components of the engine for proper operation and to
establish and maintain engine power. Additionally, for a
takeoff situation, precise engine control is required. The
design is for a two-engine installation, where the installed
engines are Pratt and Whitney JT8D-7 turbofan engines.
Who will use the system? The users will be aircraft-rated pilots
who will interact with and control the engines of the aircraft
using this display as the primary source of engine information.
The users will also use this display system to monitor engine
systems/components for normal, abnormal, and out-of-tolerance
conditions. The control and monitoring tasks will be performed
in accordance with the aircraft flight crew operating manual.
The users are trained and are operationally familiar with this
equipment.
Where will the system be used? The display system will be
located on the center of the instrument panel of the aircraft
and will be able to be viewed by both pilots simultaneously.
When will the system be used? The system will be used primarily
to monitor engine conditions during flight. Additionally, the
system will be used to precisely set engine power during takeoff
situations. In neither case will the use of this system be the
users' principal task.
A simplified summary of the system objectives is: provide
real-time information to a pilot through an instrument-panel
mounted display system for controlling and monitoring the
operation of two Pratt and Whitney JT8D-7 turbofan engines.
The second portion of the analysis phase is the functional
analysis. The functional analysis is simply the decomposition
of the system objectives into a set of functions required to
meet the goals of these objectives. That is, a function is a
fairly specific and detailed description on what needs to be
done to fulfill some part of the system objectives. A complete
and thorough decomposition assures that all the system
objectives will be met. After all functions have been defined,
an allocation is performed to determine who, man or machine,
should perform each function. This allocation is generally
based on lists (e.g., Fitts list (ref. 3)) that delineate
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between the areas that the man or machine are more adept at
performing. For the design of a display system, we are primarily
concerned with the human part of the functional allocation,
functions that the man is allocated to perform. Additionally,
care should be taken in the selection process such that the
human is allocated functions that will yield a logically
sequenced or arranged set of operator tasks.
Table i. Normal, caution, and warning regions for the JTSD-7
engine.
EPR regions: Normal - below caution region
Caution - (maximum continuous
EPR) variable, based
on ambient conditions.
Warning - (maximum takeoff EPR)
variable, based on
ambient conditions.
N 1 regions: Normal - 0 to 94%
Caution - 94 to 100.1%
Warning - above 100.1%
N 2 regions: Normal - 0 to 94%
Caution - 94 to 100%
Warning - above 100%
EGT regions: Normal - below 535" C
Caution - 535 ° to 570 ° C
Warning - above 570 ° C
Oil pressure regions: Warning - below 35 psi
Caution - 35 to 40 psi
Normal - 40 to 55 psi
Warning - above 55 psi
Oil temperature regions: Warning - below 40 ° C
Normal - 40 ° to 120 ° C
Caution - 120 ° to 157 ° C
Warning - above 157 ° C
Oil quantity regions: Warning - below 1.0 gal
Normal - above 1.0 gal
One major mechanism for defining the functions is through the
use of functional fl0w diagrams (ref. 3). Using this technique,
system requirements are iteratively decomposed from system or
mlsslon objectives into increasingly detailed functions. A
functional flow diagram is generated for each level of detail in
the decompositlon. The decomposition continues until a level
that identifies specific operator tasks is reached. Functional
flows are constructed at each level by arranging the functions
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into a systematic, sequential arrangement by the proposed order
of use. The direction of interaction or normal sequence of use
of each function is then depicted by connecting, directional
arrows on the diagram. Functional flow diagrams provide a
traceable and relative easy technique for defining the
functional requirements in the design process.
An alternative mechanism for defining the functions allocated
to the human is by using proposed or existing operator
procedures (ref. i), where a function will generally coincide
with a procedure. If these procedures do not exist, then
similar procedures may serve as models or candidate procedures
may be generated. This particular technique is especially
suited for retrofit situations or situations under which
existing procedures will be used. This procedural technique
will be used for the example in this study. The functions for
this example will be generated from the procedures of table 2
and 3. These procedures were produced by expanding the
procedures from the operator's handbook (ref. I0).
Using the procedural approach, the functional analysis yields
two primary functions, one from each of the two procedures. It
should be evident from the procedures that the primary functions
are a control function and a monitoring function. Additionally,
both the control and monitoring functions may each be further
divided into two subfunctions (see figure 2). It is interesting
to note that the separation between these functions is not quite
as distinct as implied by figure 2. This is due largely to the
cross-check requirement, a monitoring task, within the control
task. This relationship is shown in figure 3. As can be seen
in figure 3, the control function can be divided into a control
function for takeoff and control function for inflight (for this
example, inflight is defined as all _onditions except takeoff).
The monitoring function can be divided into a function for
determining out-of-tolerance conditions and a function for
determining abnormal conditions. The control subfunctions
themselves are mutually exclusive while the monitoring
subfunctions are not.
The third portion of the analysis phase is the decomposition
of the functions into tasks. A task is a description or
definition of how to provide all or some portion of a function.
For a function allocated to the human, the task is a specific
action that needs to be performed by the human to provide this
function. The task analysis should generally determine the
required knowledge, skills, and information that the human needs
to accomplish a task. The assumed knowledge and skills of the
user are usually fixed at some minimum levei for the design
analysis. Additionally, since it is unusual for a task to be
totally independent from all other tasks and the information
required to perform them, consideration should be given to the
relationship among the tasks. This relationship will have an
influence on how the information should be presented, both in
form and placement, to best allow the operator to integrate the
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Table 2. Procedure for the control of engine power.
Step User Action or
Expected Response
Action for Invalid Response
1 If this is a takeoff
condition, then go to
step 7.
2 Verify system operation:
a. Check system/component
operation (see engine
monitoring procedure).
3 If no power adjustment is
required, then terminate
this procedure.
4 Adjust power:
a. Increase or decrease
power as necessary to
maintain/ establish the
required aircraft speed.
For an increase of
power, do not exceed the
maximum continuous power
available.
b. For an increase of
power, immediately
cross-check NI, N2, and
EGT for high, out-of-
tolerance conditions
(may be combined with
step 5a).
5 Verify system operation:
a. Check system/component
operation (see engine
monitoring procedure).
6 Go to step II.
a. If any parameter is out-
of-tolerance or
abnormal, then initiate
appropriate procedure.
Go to step Ii.
a. If power fluctuates or
results in opposite
response, then initiate
appropriate procedure.
Go to step Ii.
b. See step 5a.
a. If any parameter is out-
of-tolerance or
abnormal, then initiate
appropriate procedure.
Go to step ii.
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Table 2 (continued)
Step User Action or
Expected Response
Action for Invalid Response
7 Determine takeoff power
(EPR) setting:
a. Use existing airport
conditions (pressure
altitude and
temperature) to find
maximum takeoff power
available from
appropriate takeoff
performance chart.
b. Set appropriate
reference indicator to
takeoff power setting.
8 Verify system operation:
a. Check system/component
operation (see engine
monitoring procedure).
a. If any parameter is out-
of-tolerance or
abnormal, terminate
takeoff. Go to step II.
9 Establish takeoff power:
a. Set power to or slightly a. If abnormal response, go
less than the maximum to step 8.
takeoff power setting.
b. Immediately cross-check
NI, N2, and EGT for high
out-of-tolerance
conditions (may be
combined with step 9c).
b. See step 9c.
c. Check system/component
operation (see engine
monitoring procedure).
c. If any parameter is
out-of-tolerance or
abnormal, terminate
takeoff. Go to step Ii.
d. Prior to 60 kts,
establish takeoff power.
d. If power decreases or
significantly fluctuates
terminate takeoff. Go to
step ii.
I0
Table 2 (concluded)
Step User Action or
Expected Response
Action for Invalid Response
e. Immediately cross-check
NI, N2, and EGT for high
out-of-tolerance
conditions (may be
combined with step 9f).
f. Check system/component
operation (see engine
monitoring procedure).
i0 Verify system performance
at VI:
a. Confirm takeoff power.
b. Check system/component
operation (see engine
monitoring procedure).
Ii Terminate this procedure.
e. See step 9f.
f. If any parameter is
out-of-tolerance or
abnormal, terminate
takeoff. Go to step ii.
a. If power has
significantly decreased
or is fluctuating,
terminate takeoff. Go to
step ii.
b. If any parameter is
out-of-tolerance or
abnormal, terminate
takeoff. Go to step ii.
ii
Table 3. Procedure for monitoring the engine system/components.
Step User Action or
Expected Response
Action for Invalid Response
1 Determine if any out-of-
tolerance condition exists.
a. Check for high N I.
b. Check for high N 2.
c. Check for high EGT.
d. Check for high or low
oil pressure.
e. Check for high or low
oil temperature.
f. Check for low oil
quantity.
a. If N 1 < 94% continue
to next substep.
If N 1 > 100.1% go to
step 5.
If high-power condition
and N 1 S 100.1%
continue otherwise go
to step 4.
b. If N 2 < 94% continue
to next substep.
If N 2 > 100% go to
step 5.
If high-power condition
and N 2 S 100% continue
otherwise go to step 4.
c. If EGT < 535 ° continue
to next substep.
If EGT > 570 ° go to step
5.
If high-power condition
and EGT _ 570 ° continue
otherwise go to step 4.
d. If oil pressure > 55psi
or oil pressure < 35psi
then go to step 5.
If oil pressure < 40psi
then go to step 4.
e. If oil temperature > 157
or oil temperature < 40 °
then go to step 5.
If oil temperature >
120 ° then go to step 4.
f. If oil quantity < 1 gal
then go to step 5.
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Table 3 (concluded)
Step User Action or
Expected Response
Action for Invalid Response
2 Determine if any degraded
condition exists.
a. Check for an unusual
rate of change of any
parameter.
b. Determlne if EPR is
appropriate for the
conditlons.
c. Determine if N1 is
appropriate for the
conditions.
d. Determlne if N2 is
appropriate for the
conditions.
e. Determine if EGT is
appropriate for the
conditions.
f. Determlne if fuel flow
is appropriate for the
conditions.
3 No abnormal or out-of-
tolerance conditions
exists, terminate this
procedure.
4 Terminate this procedure
with an out-of-tolerance,
caution condition.
5 Terminate this procedure
with an out-of-tolerance,
warning condition.
6 Terminate this procedure
with an abnormal condition.
a. Go to step 6.
b. Go to step 6.
c. Go to step 6.
d. Go to step 6.
e. Go to step 6.
f. Go to step 6.
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Provide information to a pilot
for controlling and monitoring the
operation of two turbofan engines
I
I
Control engine
power
f
I I
Establish Adjust
takeoff inflight
power power
I
Monitor engine
componentslsubsystems
I I
Check for Check for
out-of-tolerance abnormal
conditions conditions
Objective
FunctiOns
Sub-
functions
Figure 2. Required functions from the procedures of Tables 2
and 3.
Provide information to a pilot
for controlling and monitoring the
operation of two turbofan engines
l
Control engine
power
]
Establish Adjust
takeoff inflight
power power
ICheck for I ICheck for ]
selected selected
I out-of- i i out-of- J
tolerance tolerance
Ico_t_o_sj on_i_!°_j
I I
[
_ k
Monitor engine
components(subsystems
Check for Check for
out-of- abnormal
tolerance conditions
conditions
Figure 3. Relationship between the two primary functions.
provided information. From a display design standpoint, the aim
of the task analysis is toward identifying the information
required by the human to perform the tasks. The product of the
task analysis is a complete list of all tasks that are needed to
fulfill the functional requirements.
To produce the task list, the designer may again use the
procedural approach where, in this case, a task will generally
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coincide with a step in the procedure. As in the functional
analysis, a decomposition may be required for task identified at
this level. The task analysis and decomposition should be
repeated until all tasks can be determined by one of the
following:
I. The need to read some particular instrumentation. That is,
the "decomposition should be repeated as many times as
necessary to arrive at a statement which yields the
information needed at the level it is provided from the
plant instrumentation" (ref. I, p. 9-9).
2. The need to use some particular job aid, such as a
checklist procedure.
3. The need to know some particular fact, either from
training or experience.
Using this technique, it can be seen that the four subfunctions
of this example yield 16 unique steps or tasks (figures 4 to 7).
These 16 tasks are further decomposed until one of the three
criterion, from above, is met. This decomposition produces 35
subtasks, shown in table 4.
The final portion of the analysis phase is the definition of
the information requirements. This step requires the
identification and description of all information that the
operator will need to perform the tasks. By the addition of the
information source to the task list, as was done in figures 4
through 7, the majority of the identification process should be
reasonably straightforward. However, the identification of the
information requirements must also include "anything that the
operator needs to know about the current state of the plant and
any factual knowledge that he might forget or be unsure of. Any
required information not available from the display system must
come from some other source such as training, experience,
procedures, or existing display devices" (ref. i, p. 4-12).
Operational expertise of the designer is important at this point
in identifying any unresolved information requirement. This
need is attributable to the fact that tasks generated from
procedures often do not explicitly mention the many possible
unsolicited sources of information that must be provided to
perform the tasks (ref. 2). The information parameters
identified for this example are given in table 5.
After the information parameters have been identified, they
must be described. The description of the information
requirements should characterize the information so that they
may be directly applied to the p_cture specification. That is,
the properties (e.g., the required range of usage, the number of
variables, the number of dimensions, the level of accuracy or
precision, the intended use of the information) for each
information item must be described during this process. Several
techniques have been defined for this characterization process
15
TASK SUBTASK [SOURCE] SUBTASK [SOURCE]
Find maximum
power (EPR)
available
Obtain takeoff EPR
setting from
the Takeoff EPR
Chart for the
airport pressure
altitude and
temperature [chart]
See instructionson the Takeoff EPR
Chart
Set
EPR reference I
Set the EPR
reference
indicator
(pointer) to the
takeoff EPR
setting (±0.01)
Check system/
component
operation See the
Monitoring Function
for is set of
tasks
i Set the engine
Set takeoff power power levers to
ob ain takeoff EPR
[EPR sensor]
Advance or adjust
power levers until
the EPR value is
the same as the
reference EPR
(±0.01)
Check for
decreasing EPR
Adjust EPR at
60 kts
[obtain airspeed,
external task]
Confirm takeoff
power i Compare power
output with the
reference
[EPR sensor]
Compare the EPR
value with the EPR
reference
Check for
decreasing EPR
Check EPR at V 1
[obtain airspeed,
external task]
Figure 4. Tasks for the function Establish takeoff power.
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TASK SUBTASK [SOURCE] SUBTASK [SOURCE]
Check system/
component
operation i See the
Monitoring Function
for is set of
tasks
Adjust power
as necessary to
establish/
maintain speed i Set the engine
power levers to
obtain required
power [EPR sensor]
[obtain airspeed,
external task]
Adjust power
levers until the
provided power
produces the
required speed or
speed change
[experience]
Check for
improper EPR
response
Check that EPR
does not exceed
maximum continuous
limits [chart/
experience]
Figure 5. Tasks for the function Adjust infliqht Dower.
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TASK SUBTASK [SOURCE] SUBTASK [SOURCE]
Check for
high N1
Check for N 1 in r Check for
high caution region t 94% < N 1 S 100.1%
[N 1 sensor]
Check for N 1 in
high caution region
under high power
conditions
[N 1 sensor]
Check for
94% < N 1 S 100.1%
Determine if in
high power
condition
[EPR sensor &
experience]
Check for N 1 in F Check for
high warning region t N1 > I00.I_ °
[N 1 sensor]
Check for
high N 2
Check for N 2 in F Check for
high caution region t 94% < N 2 _ 100%
[N 2 sensor]
Check for N 2 in
high caution region
under high power
conditions
[N 2 sensor]
Check for
94% < N 2 _ 100%
Determine if in
high power
condition
[EPR sensor &
experience]
Check for N 2 in [ Check for
high warning region t N2 > 100%
[N 2 sensor]
Figure 6. Tasks for the function Check for out-of-toleranc_
conditions.
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TASK
Check for
high EGT
Check for high
or low oil
pressure (OP)
Check for high
or low oil
temperature (OT)
Check for low [
oil quantity (OQ) i
SUBTASK [SOURCE] SUBTASK [SOURCE]
Check for EGT in r Check for
high caution region i 535° < EGT S 570"
[EGT sensor]
Check for EGT in
high caution region
under high power
conditions
[EGT sensor]
Check for
535 ° < EGT S 570 °
Determine if in
high power
condition
[EPR sensor &
experience]
Check for EGT in [ Check for
high warning region i EGT > 570 °
[EGT sensor]
Check for OP in
low warning region
[OP sensor]
Check forOP < 35psi
Check for OP in
low caution region
[OP sensor]
Check for35psi < OP < 40psi
Check for OP in [ Check for
high warning region _ OP > 55psi
[OP sensor]
Check for OT in
low warning region
lOT sensor]
Check for OT < 40 °
Check for OT in [ Check for
high caution region t 120° < OT _ 157 °
[OT sensor]
Check for OT in [ Check for
high warning region i OT > 157 °
[OT sensor]
Check for OQ In
low warning region
[OQ sensor]
Check forOQ < 1 gal
Figure 6 (concluded)
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TASK SUBTASK [SOURCE] SUBTASK [SOURCE]
Check for an
unusual rate of
change of any
parameter
Check EPR
[EPR sensor &
experience]
Check N 1
[N 1 sensor &
experience]
Check N 2
[N 2 sensor &
experience]
Check EGT
[EGT sensor &
experience]
Check fuel flow
[fuel flow sensor
& experience]
Check oil pressure
[OP sensor &
experience]
Check oil
temperature
[OT sensor &
experience]
Check oil quantity
[OQ sensor &
experience]
Determine if EPR
value is
appropriate Compare EPR value
against nominal
value
[EPR sensor &
experience]
Determine if N 1
value is
appropriate Compare N 1 value
against nominal
value
IN 1 sensor &
experience]
Figure 7. Tasks for the function Check for deqraded conditions.
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TASK SUBTASK [SOURCE] SUBTASK [SOURCE]
Determine if N 2
value is
appropriate
Determine if EGT
value is
appropriate
Determine if fuel
flow value is
appropriate
i Compare N 2 value
against nominal
value
[N 2 sensor &
experience]
i Compare EGT value
against nominal
value
[EGT sensor &
experience]
i Compare fuel flow
value against
nominal value
[fuel flow sensor
& experience]
Figure 7 (concluded)
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Table 4. Subtask list for the example problem.
SUBTASK SOURCE
I. Obtain takeoff EPR setting from chart
the Takeoff EPR Chart for the
airport pressure altitude and
temperature
2. Set the EPR reference indicator
(pointer) to the takeoff EPR
setting (±0.01)
3. Advance or adjust power levers
until the EPR value is the same
as the reference EPR (±0.01)
4. Adjust power levers until the
provided power produces the
required speed or speed change
5. Check that EPR does not exceed
maximum continuous limits
6. Adjust/check EPR at 60kts
and V 1
7. Check for decreasing EPR
8. Check for improper EPR response
9. Check EPR for unusual rate of
change
I0. Compare EPR value against
operator's estimate
II. Determine if in high power
condition
12. Check for 94% < N 1 _ 100.1%
13. Check for N 1 > 100.1%
14. Check N 1 for unusual rate of
change
operator action
EPR sensor &
EPR reference
EPR sensor,
airspeed,
& experience
EPR sensor &
chart
EPR sensor &
airspeed
EPR sensor
EPR sensor
EPR sensor &
experience
EPR sensor &
experience
EPR sensor &
experience
N 1 sensor
N 1 sensor
N 1 sensor &
experience
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Table 4 (continued)
SUBTASK SOURCE
15. Compare N 1 value against
operator's estimate
16. Check for 94% < N 2 S 100%
17. Check for N 2 > 100%
18. Check N 2 for unusual rate of
change
19. Compare N 2 value against
operator's estimate
20. Check for 535 ° < EGT _ 570 °
21. Check for EGT > 570 °
22. Check EGT for unusual rate of
change
23. Compare EGT value against
operator's estimate
24. Check for oil pressure < 35psi
25. Check for
35psi < oil pressure < 40psi
26. Check for oil pressure > 55psi
27. Check oil pressure for unusual
rate of change
28. Check for oil temperature < 40 °
29. Check for
120 ° < oil temperature S 157 °
30. Check for oil temperature > 157 °
N 1 sensor &
experience
N 2 sensor
N 2 sensor
N 2 sensor &
experience
N 2 sensor &
experience
EGT sensor
EGT sensor
EGT sensor &
experience
EGT sensor &
experience
oil pressure
sensor
oil pressure
sensor
oil pressure
sensor
oil pressure
sensor &
experience
oil temperature
sensor
oil temperature
sensor
oil temperature
sensor
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Table 4 (concluded)
SUBTASK SOURCE
31. Check oil temperature for
unusual rate of change
32. Check for oil quantity < 1 gal
33. Check oil quantity for unusual
rate of change
34. Check fuel flow for unusual
rate of change
35. Compare fuel flow value against
operator's estimate
oil temperature
sensor &
experience
oil quantity
sensor
oil quantity
sensor &
experience
fuel flow sensor
& experience
fuel flow sensor
& experience
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Table 5. Information parameters for the subtasks of Table 4.
PARAMETER
Takeoff EPR
setting
EPR
N1
N2
EGT
Fuel
flow
Oil
UNIT
• psi
• psi
% rpm
% rpm
°C
ib/hr
psi
pressure
(op)
Oil
temperature
(OT)
Oil
quantity
Airspeed/
roach (7)
Altitude (7 )
Air (7)
temperature
°C
gal
kts
feet
°C
TOTAL
RANGE
0.8 - 2.5
0.8 - 2.5
0 - 115
0 - 115
290 - 600
0 - 12000
0 - i00
0- 180
0 - 5
0 - 600
0.5 - 1
0 -i00000
-40 - 40
CAUTION/WARNING
RANGES
f (p,t) (I)
f (p,t) (2)
94 - 100.1 (5)
N 1 > i00.i (6)
94 - 100 (5)
N 2 > I00 (6)
535 - 570 (5)
EGT > 570 (6)
OP < 35 (3)
35 - 40 (4)
OP > 55 (6)
OT < 40 (3)
120 - 157 (5)
OT > 180 (6)
quantity < 1 (3)
NOMINAL
VALUE
f(p,t)
f(T,m,p,t)
f(T,m,p,t)
f(T,m,p,t)
f(T,m,p,t)
f(T,m,p,t)
45
8O
1.2
KEY- (i) :
(2) :
(3) :
(4) :
(5) :
(6) :
(7) :
f (p,t) :
maximum continuous EPR.
maximum takeoff EPR.
low warning range.
low caution range.
high caution range.
high warning range.
provided by an external instrument.
a function of air pressure and temperature.
f(T,m,p,t) : a function of throttle position, mach, air
pressure, and air temperature.
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(refs. i, 2, ii) with the final product being the same; a
comprehensive list of information attributes that describe the
information required to perform each task. This information
characterization is then used to select the most appropriate
picture element to convey this information.
For the example of this study, a representative set of
information characteristics is presented in table 6 and the
entire set is provided in appendix B. It should be noted that
the designer's (or a member of the design team's) expertise in
the application area is critical to the design process. At this
stage, the knowledge of the application area is essential in
characterizing the information into a form that is appropriate
to the user's task.
At this point, the analysis phase for the traditional design
process has been completed. In doing so, the system objectives
have been defined. Following the objectives definition, the
functional decomposition, detailing what needs to be done to
fulfill the system objectives, was performed. The task
analysis, defining how (what action needs to be done) to provide
the functions, was then completed. Finally, the information
requirements were then listed, identifying and characterizing
all of the information that the operator will need to perform
the tasks. This list of information requirements may now be
directly applied to the next phase of the design process, the
synthesis phase.
TRADITIONAL DISPLAY DEFINITION
The analysis phase of the design process has produced the
information requirements list, identifying and characterizing
all of the information that is needed by the user or operator to
perform the necessary tasks. This list is now used as the
primary specification for the synthesis phase. In this phase of
the design process, the optimum display format, the picture, is
defined. This picture is then transformed into an achievable
display specification based on implementation constraints
identified during this process.
The development of the picture begins with the choice of
appropriate picture elements for the information requirements
defined during the analysis phase. This picture element choice
will be based on the information.characteristics and the
intended use of the information. While numerous guidelines are
available to assist in this selection process (refs. 1-6, ii-
13), some expertise is usually required in this selection. It
is not unusual that none of the picture element types will
perfectly match the needs specified in the information
requirements. An example of this process may be provided by
selecting picture elements for the three information
requirements of table 6. For the subtasks set EPR to reference
and adjust EPR at 60 kts to reference, both conventional analog
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and trend plot picture types would be acceptable. For the
subtask check for EPR decrease, both band chart and trend plot
picture types would be acceptable.
Table 6. Representative set of information characteristics.
FUNCTION: ESTABLISH TAKEOFF POWER
TASK: Set takeoff power
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Set EPR to
reference
Number of samples
Alert/Inform
EPR
EPR ref *
Number of dimensions 1
Number of variables 2
1
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
Relative/Absolute
Relative importance
inform
yes
measured
derived
both
quan
0.8 - 2.5
(A psi)
1.7 - 2.5
(A psi)
0.01
0.01
Check for
EPR
decrease
EPR
Adjust EPR
at 60 kts
to
reference
EPR
EPR ref *
airspeed**
1 1
1 2
2 - 3 1
inform
no
measured
derived
both
quan
0.8 - 2.5
(• psi)
1.7 - 2.5
(A psi)
0.01
0.01
relative
relative
high
inform
no
measured
quan
relative
relative
medium
0.03
absolute
low
* computed by the user.
the reference is lower than the maximum limit.
** external source.
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After the initial picture elements have been defined, they
are grouped together to form the initial picture. This grouping
may be based on functional relationships, frequency of use,
criticality of information, existing convention, or sequence of
use (refs. 6, 14). Additionally, consideration should be given
to consistency and display density. It should be noted that
this is probably one of the more subjective parts of the design
process.
Following the construction of the initial picture, a mockup
or prototype of the picture format should be created. This
prototype is then evaluated with respect to the information
requirements and human design considerations. Any deficiencies
in the picture should be corrected at this time.
The next significant portion of this phase of the design is
the identification of the implementation constraints. These
constraints should include the following: revision of existing
operating procedures or practices; limited availability of
display hardware; physical display size; compatibility and
relationships with existing displays; signal or sensor
availability; and physical compatibility with existing
equipment. For the example of this study, the most important
constraints are the number of display devices and the physical
size of the available displays. For this example, we are
limited to two displays, each of which are approximately 8
inches diagonal.
At this point in the design, contention usually exists
between these constraints and the information requirements. The
defined picture must now be modified to conform to the
identified constraints. Compromises are frequently necessary
for either the selection of a picture element or the
organization of the picture as a whole. For this example, it is
noted that neither of the picture element types selected for the
subtask check for _PR decrease is suitable for this application.
Both of the selected picture elements, band chart and trend
plot, required excessive display area to implement.
Additionally, assuming that EPR information will be provided for
the subtasks set EPR to reference and adjust EPR at 60 kts to
reference using a conventional analog display element, then this
element may also be used for the subtask check for EPR decrease.
A major aspect in this compromise was that the subtask check for
EPR decrease is an information requirement of low importance.
This sequence of picture development and evaluation is repeated
until all constraint conflicts are resolved. The final product
of this iterative process is a display specification ready for
prototyping and prototype evaluation.
Instead of continuing the development of an entire display
format using the traditional design approach, a modern, state-
of-the-art engine display format will be substituted at this
point. The format chosen for this substitution was modelled
after the Engine Indication and Crew Alerting System (EICAS) in
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the Boeing 757/767 aircraft (refs. 15-17). This display was
based on contemporary deSign practices and has proven to be
superior t6 £he_conventlonal electromechanical instruments that
it replaced (ref. 18). This display satisfies all the
information requirements within the identified constraints.
A brief e_mination of this display will begin with a
descriptionOf the display elements. The most significant
informatio n requirements for this display involve data relating
to EPR. _ on a cursory inspection of figure 8, the display
element for_EP_ i£ wouid appear that little more than EPR
sensor data were being presented via a conventional analog
display element, a circular dial. This display element is, in
fact, a combination of several display elements and possesses
some unusual features.
EPR warning region ] ._ ] _ EPR reference
(red) 'k I ] _] I value
EPR
caution region % I . _Current EPRvalue
(yellow)
EPR reference _ EPR pointer
pointer
EPR predictor arc '''v"
Figure 8. Display element for EPR.
The first information parameter to note is the EPR reference,
which is presented both as a digital value and as a reference
pointer on-_he dial circumference. Similarly, the actual EPR
value is presented digitally as well as by the major pointer on
the dial. The digital presentation will provide the user with a
precise indication of the EPR value while the dial and pointer
will provide the user a means of estimating and predicting the
EPR value during dynamic conditions. Since a precise EPR value
is provided Via the digital element, scale markings were not
deemed 6ecessary on hhe EPR dial. This aids in visually
decluttering the display.
In addition to the movement of the EPR pointer, an
alternative means for estimating EPR is provided by the EPR
predictor arc. The arc appears on the display whenever the
actual EPR value and the commanded EPR value, as sensed by the
fuel control of the engine, are not the same. The arc will span
across a region beginning at the current EPR value, at the end
of the EPR pointer, and terminate at a position relative to an
EPR value that the fuel Control is attempting to obtain. (This
is not the same Vaiue as the EPR reference.) It should again be
noted tha£-_£heEPR_is_the_primary in d_iCator of engine power and
that numerous and large changes of the EPR are typical during
normal flight operations. Additionally, a lag or delay of 5 to
i0 seconds in engine response to a pilot control input is not
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unusual when going from an idle to a high power condition.
Therefore, the ability to accurately estimate or predict EPR
will reduce the required attention by the user during power
changes.
Similar to the EPR predictor, the EPR warning limit is a
continuously computed maximum limit based on current ambient
conditions. This limit is shown by a red range-marking on the
EPR dial. This limit is the takeoff EPR limit or the maximum-
continuous EPR limit if the takeoff and maximum-continuous
limits are the same. The range marking spans the region from
the warning limit to an EPR value of 2.5. The EPR caution
limit, shown by a yellow range-marking on the EPR dial, is a
computed maximum-continuous EPR limit based on current ambient
conditions. If the takeoff and maximum-continuous EPR limits
are the same, no caution limit is shown. The range marking
spans the region from the caution limit to the warning limit.
The computation of both of these limits by the system alleviates
the pilot from this duty.
An additional cue is provided to the pilot whenever the EPR
is within either the warning or caution region. The digital EPR
value is usually presented in a white color. During operation in
the caution region, the digital readout will be displayed in
yellow; during operation in the warning region, the digital
readout will be displayed in red.
The display element for EPR, then, provides EPR reference
information through a digital display element, providing an
exact display of the EPR reference, and a reference pointer,
which is used in conjunction with the actual EPR pointer. EPR
trend information is provided implicitly by the motion of the
actual EPR pointer and explicitly by an EPR predictor symbol.
Precise EPR information is provided by a digital display element
which may be used with the digital element for EPR reference to
determine if the engine power is set correctly. Operating
ranges are dynamically provided. Alert cuing is provided by
color coding the digital element for actual EPR. The total
integration of these features yield a fairly sophisticated and
easy to use display of EPR information.
The dial portion of the display elements for NI, N2, EGT, and
fuel flow are similar to EPR, with the ranges appropriate for
the particular parameter. As with EPR, a digital display
element for the actual value of the parameter is provided.
Warning and caution range markings, corresponding to the ranges
identified in the information requirements, are provided for NI,
N2, and EGT. Like the EPR display eIement, the coior of the
digital element will correspond to the operating region of the
parameter. An example illustration, using the N 1 parameter, is
given in figure 9.
Because of their generally stable characteristics, the oil
system parameters are presented in a slightly different manner.
3O
Each of these parameters is presented by a combination of a
linear scale wi£h a moving pointer and a digital display
element. The linear scale was partitioned into the appropriate
normal, caution, and Warning regions for the parameter. The
presentation of this information using linear scale display
elements reduced the physical display area compared with that of
a circular dial approach. This was a reasonable choice due to
the stable nature of these parameters. The digital element was
mechanized in a manner similar to the circular dlal display
elements. An example illustration, using the oil pressure
parameter, is given in figure i0.
N1 warning region
,(red) _ [ 91.'_J "4-'- Current NlvaIue
N1caution region /I _
(yellow)
N 1 pointer
Figure 9. Display element for N I.
Oil pressure
normal region
(green)
Oil pressure pointer ,_/
/
Current oil pressure value
Oil pressure
caution region
(yellow)
Oil pressure
warning regions
(red)
Figure i0. Display element for oil pressure.
The individual display elements are grouped or arranged
primarily by criticality and then by frequency of use. The
arrangement is in a top to bottom, left to right order.
Additionally, since the general application is for a two engine
aircraft, two sets of display elements must be factored into
this design. The two major means for grouping this type of
application is either as a unit or by function. The unit
grouping places all the display elements for each engine by
themselves. A functional grouping, which was used for this
example, places the display elements together by function. For
example, the EPR display elements for both engines are grouped
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together; the EPR element for the left engine is placed
physically to the left of the EPR element for the right engine.
An advantage of this arrangement is that because both engines
are typically set to produce equivalent amounts of power,
similar parameters should be operating with relatively similar
values with respect to one another. By being able to compare
similar parameters, some of the uncertainty that the pilot may
experience in determining proper component operation may be
reduced.
The final product of this design analysis is shown in figures
ii and 12. The display format is physically presented on two
CRT displays in a left to right arrangement. This particular
left to right arrangement was a constraint imposed by the
cockpit layout that was used in the experimental evaluation
phase of this study. The original EICAS arrangement was
slightly modified to conform to this layout. The modification
involved shifting the entire left display format toward the
right side of the CRT. This shifting provided for a reduced
visual scan area. The actual EICAS implementation was two CRT
displays in a top to bottom arrangement.
±
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Figure ii. Traditional display, left CRT.
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Figure 12. Traditional display, right CRT.
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_ALTERNATIVE DESIGN CONCEPT
The intent of this thesis was to define and assess a display
design concept oriented toward providing information at a level
that is more relevant to the user's needs than traditionally
designed displays. The underlying premise to this concept is
that the computational capabilities of modern, graphics-based
display systems should be considered in the display design
process. By doing so, information may be provided in a form
that is more directly related to the user's task, thereby
reducing the cognitive workload associated with the use of
displayed information. This provision may require that the raw
data supplied by the system sensors to be processed into a more
appropriate representation and presented in a manner that
permits easier assimilation. That is, by exploiting the
capabilities of these display systems, information may be
obtained from previously stored data or synthesized from
existing data and conveyed through forms that allow easy
comprehension. The major focus of this design concept, then,
deals with providing information that is appropriate to the task
of the user; a task-oriented display design concept.
The primary concept proposed in this thesis begins in the
traditional design process at the task analysis phase. In the
traditional design, the task analysis and decomposition are
repeated until all tasks can be determined by one of the
following: the need to read some particular instrumentation
(sensor); the need to use a checklist; or the need to know some
particular fact, either from training or experience. The key
point to the proposed concept is that the user's task should
only be decomposed to a level where relevant information,
information fitted for a particular task, can be identified.
This relevant information, if not directly provided by the
system, should be provided by synthesis from the underlying data
of the system. A complementary part of this concept deals with
providing information in a form that is appropriate to the
user's task. Often, display elements chosen to support a
particular task are less than optimum, from the user's
perspective, for that task. Frequently, this less than optimum
choice is dictated by the characteristics of the available data.
If a better display element choice is possible, then data should
again be processed or synthesized to support this
implementation. An illustration of the relationship of these
phases is given in figure 13.
From the functional analysis for this example, the two
primary functions defined were for the user to control engine
power and to monitor engine components/subsystems (figure 2).
The first step in this modification to the design process is to
understand _he _acthg_ _as_ £hah _ the u_r he_i_o perform. For
the engine of this example, EPR is the primary information
parameter for the _ c0ntr01 task. Also, NI,° N2, and EGT parameters
must be used during high power operations to prevent over-limit
conditions. The point, however, is that the user should not be
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controlling EPR, NI, N2, or EGT. The task requires the control
of engine power (thrust), so the user should be controlling
engine thrust (ref. 19). Additionally, the monitoring
requirements for NI, N2, and EGT over-limit conditions should be
integrated into the design for the control display element.
Analysis Phase
System Objectives
I Function Analysis
"1
Task Analysis
Information Requirements
(task-tailored information)
!
Synthesis Phase
(Picture Definition) Identification ofllConstraints
IIDesign Specification I
Figure 13. The task-oriented display design process.
If the function establish takeoff Dower is examined, three
primary display-related tasks are identified from the
traditional design process, exclusive of the monitoring task
(including the NI, N 2, and EGT cross-check subtasks which were
identified in table 2 and are shown in figure 3). From these
three tasks, a total of eight subtasks were identified. The
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modification of the tasks of this function toward a task-
oriented design was founded on the following:
i. Base all power-related information on thrust, much like
the EPR-based method in the traditional design.
2. Provide a thrust prediction, independent of the engine.
Like the traditional display described previously, the
ability to accurately estimate or predict power will
reduce the attention required by the user during power
changes. However, by providing prediction independent of
the actual engine, a valid comparison of the actual thrust
with an "ideal" thrust may be made during steady-state
conditions. This capability should reduce the user's
uncertainty regarding the performance of the system with
respect to power.
3. Integrate all power related limitations. Warning
limitations should be designed such that under normal
operations, no other engine parameter (NI, N2, or EGT)
will be within a warning area unless the actual thrust
value is in the warning area. An equivalent approach
would be taken for the caution limitations.
4. Provide any power related information the user would
normally obtain from charts or tables.
Key phrases, found in the original task lists, that may aid in
identifying areas where information tailoring may be appropriate
are: "based on experience," "computed by the operator,"
"estimated," and "based on prior knowledge." Areas identified by
these phrases typically involve information requirements that
could be provided by the system. In doing so, the user would be
provided with accurate and timely information for performing a
task, thereby reducing operator cognitive workload and
uncertainty.
Using these four guidelines, the first point to note is that
the task find maximum power (EPR) available is no longer
required. This task is now performed by the system. From these
guidelines, new information requirements for the task set
takeoff power were produced. These information requirements are
shown in table 7 and may be compared with the traditional
requirements shown in table 6. From this comparison, it may
appear that only a substitution of thrust for EPR has taken
place. Even if this were the case, thrust should be a more
meaningful parameter to the user than EPR (ref. 19). In
actuality, however, the user is now provided with the
information necessary to determine engine power limitations,
based on all pertinent parameters, and a means for assessing
power performance.
A similar approach may be taken with the monitoring function
check for abnormal conditions. The modification of the tasks of
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Table 7. Modified set of information characteristics.
FUNCTION: ESTABLISH TAKEOFF POWER
TASK: Set takeoff power
SUBTASK Compare
thrust
with
predictor
Adjust
predictor
at 60kts to
reference
Set thrust
predictor
to
reference
predictor
reference *
1
2
1
inform
yes
derived
derived
both
quan
-l.5k - 15k
(ibs)
8k - 15k
(ibs)
30O
30O
relative
relative
medium
PARAMETER thrust predictor
predictor reference *
airspeed**
Number of dimensions 1 1
Number of variables 2 2
Number of samples 1 1
Alert/Inform inform inform
Response to control no no
actions
Measured/Derived derived derived
derived derived
Qualitative/ both both
Quantitative both quan
Range (Units) -l.5k - 15k
(Ibs)
-l. Sk - 15k
(ibs)
-l.5k - 15k
(Ibs)
8k - 15k
(ibs)
Required accuracy 400 300
400 300
Relative/Absolute relative relative
relative relative
Relative importance medium high
* computed by the system.
** external source.
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this function toward a task-oriented design was founded on the
following:
I. Provide an estimate of the operating state of each
parameter. This idea is similar to the thrust predictor
discus_@d previouslY. By providing an estimate
independent of the actual engine, a valid comparison of
the ac£uai parameter with an iiideal" parameter-may be
made._L_ke the thrust predict0r, this capability should
reduce the_user_s_hncertainty regarding the performance of
each parameher_in the system.
%
2. Integrate aii related limitations. For this example, this
_ _ requirement is generally fulfilled by the limitations
provided for in the thrust limitations.
3. Provide any monitoring or system state information the
user would normally obtain from charts or tables.
Using these three guidelines, the task to determine if a
parameter value is appropriate for the conditions may now become
a simpler task; to compare the actual parameter value with the
estimated value. It is also of interest that the task check for
an unusual rate of chanqe of a parameter is no longer required.
From this and the previous example, it can be seen that the
tasks resulting from information tailoring are either simpler or
fewer in number than those tasks produced from the traditional
design process.
At t_is point inca full design, all of the tasks would be
reevaluatedto determine if modification is appropriate. It
shoUid also be noted at this time that not all tasks may benefit
from this design approach. For exampie, a status indicator,
driven by raw sensor data, may be the most appropriate
representation of information for a particular task.
The second half of this task-oriented concept deals with
providing information in a form that is more appropriate to the
user's task. Often, less than ideal information forms (picture
or display elements) are dictated by the characteristics of the
available data. An alternative display element may be more
appropriate, relative to the user's task (how the information is
to be used), but may not be a viable choice because of the
characteristics of the data. The concept proposed for this part
of the design process is to determine if the data can be
manipulated to match the requirements of this more appropriate
display element.
At the start of the synthesis process, picture elements are
again selected. The emphasis during this selection will be on
choosing picture elements that best support the user's task, not
the elements that best fit the data characteristics. (At this
point, the designer's expertise in the application area is again
critical to the design.) If a candidate picture element is
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selected that is not supported by the data characteristics, the
process goes back to the information requirements to determine
if the data may be manipulated to support the picture element
selection (figure 13). It should be noted that this selection
may affect the task definition (the level in the task
decomposition chain that the lowest subtask is defined). That
is, a picture element may provide the capability to present
information at a higher, more relevant level in the task
decomposition chain, much in the manner of the relevant
information concept discussed previously. In this respect, the
process is bottom-up, with the information form dictating the
information characteristics as well as affecting the relative
level of the task in the task decomposition chain. (See the task
check for hiqh or low condition in appendix D for an example of
a task modification.)
For this example, it is assumed that the initial picture
elements chosen are comparable to those of the traditional
design. As the identified constraints are factored into the
design, the defined picture must now, as in the traditional
design, be modified to conform to the identified constraints.
At this point, however, the process deviates from the
traditional approach. The display elements are now selected, as
with the picture elements, with the primary emphasis on
supporting the user's task and little emphasis on the
information characteristics.
Beginning the display definition phase, the first picture
elements to reselect or modify will be those associated with the
monitoring task. These elements (N I, N 2, EGT, fuel flow, oil
pressure, oil temperature, and oil quantity) were chosen to be
considered first because they comprise the majority of the
picture. It Should be recalled that although individua!___
elements ma_-ah_op£imum_ deslgn,-_t_ _fgc_i_ _ _ :! _ i_
integrated display may be more important t_in_the_e_ect of any
individual element. Therefore, a large design payoff may come
from a concerted optimization of a large number of display
elements.
Examining the monitoring task as a whole, the selected
display elements should aid the user in the rapid detection of
existing failures and support the user in predicting potential
problems. To provide a rapid detection capability, status
(binary) indicators are typically recommended, Status
indicators, however, are not SUitable for=the_predic£_on
requirement. What is reaily needed for this task is a display _
element or set of display elements that provide quantitative
information in a form that may be cognitively processed in a
qualitative manner. That is, the most appropr_atefor/m_::_Qr th!_.:
task may be some display element or elements that provide
quantitative information bu£_are _presentealn a mann_er_hah
takes advantage of the human's pattern recognltlon capabl!itle@.
By examining the existing literature for Various graphical means
of presenting multivariate data (refs. Ii, 20-24), several
4O
likely display elements were found, the most promising being the
column deviation graph. (An example of this display element is
provided in figure 14.)
For several reasons, the column deviation graph appears to be
an advantageous display element for the monitoring task. First
and foremost, this type of display element allows for holistic
processing (pattern recognition) by Ithe human. Tha_ iS, the
reactiqn-_ime_or _he-dLetec_ion ofabnormal system status does
not increase as the number of parameters is increased (ref. 23).
Secondly, the-general form of presen£a£ion for each parameter is
an analog column. Thus quantitative data, and therefore
predictive capabilities, are provided. Finally, the value that
the deviation is based on may be the estimated value (from the
first part of this design process) for that parameter, thereby
merging the form of the information with the content.
A B C D E F G
Parameters
Figure 14. An example of a column deviation graph.
While the column deviation graph may seem to be an ideal
presentation form for this monitoring task, it should be noted
that this display element requires unidimensional data (single
dimension, e.g., temperature, pressure, or time) (ref. 2).
Going back to the information requirements (figure 13), it was
found that this display element could be supported by
normalizing each parameter with its maximum estimated value (or
range). Upon further examination , it was found tha t merging the
physicai l_mi£ations of each parameter (from table i), as the
parameter approached £he limit, with the deviation values,
provided aneven more meaningful parameter than either the
deviation value or the limitation. This implementation will be
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discussed in a subsequent chapter. Thus the information
characteristics are modified to fit the information form (the
display element).
Parameter
values
A partial example of the final form for the monitoring
element is shown in figure 15. In this figure, it can be seen
that the deviation column graph was equally partitioned into
upper and lower regions. These regions were themselves equally
broken into normal, caution, and warning regions. The normal
region was the closest to the vertical center of the graph and
the warning region was the farthest from the center. As an
additional cue, each column was color-coded to the associated
value of the column (green, yellow, and red for the normal,
caution, and warning regions respectively). This monitoring
display element also included two features from the traditional
design. First, a digital presentation of the actual value of
each parameter is provided. Second, these digital display
elements were color-coded relative to the associated column.
929151°168°d89"7-._---Upper limit (red)
_$i:i:{:i:!:!;i:i:i:
_f{:i:!{i:!:i:ili:_:i
I'41 EGT FF N2
Upper warning (red)
Upper caution (yellow)
Normal (green)
Lower caution (yellow)
Lower warning (red)
Lower limit (red)
QThe column (green)
shows a slightly low
deviation.
_k.._The column (yellow) shows
a deviation
into the caution region.
Figure 15. An example of the monitoring display element.
The other major display element to consider is the display
element for the control task. This element is based on the
thrust parameter. Like the traditional design, the element
chosen to portray thrust information is an analog display
element. Also like the traditional design, this selection was
based on maintaining consistency between display elements. The
element chosen was a column indicator. Both the thrust parameter
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and the predicted thrust parameter were portrayed in this
manner. Additionally, the thrust column was color-coded
relative to its_ operating region (green, yellow, and red for the
normai, caution, and warning regions _respectiveiy), with the
maximum region always beginning at the maximum available thrust
value.
Because a fixed scale length was desired, between minimum
thrust and maximum thrust, the parameters for this display
element Were normalized (somewhat like the parameters for the
monitoring task). By fixing the scale length, the user then has
a fixed, physical point On £he display relative to the maximum
thrust value. An example of this display element is given in
figure 16. .......
Maximum thrust Thrust warning
available "__5 8_ (red)
Thrust reference _ Thrust caution
(98%) 85 (yellow)
Thrust predictor
(white)
Current thrust
(7O%)
(green, yellow, or red)
Figure 16. An example of the display element for control.
It should again be noted that an interesting relationship
existed between the control and monitoring display elements. The
thrust caution limit was based not only the maximum continuous
limit from the EPR, but also on the NI, N2, and EGT caution
limits. Because of this, no other engine parameter (NI, N2, or
EGT) should be within a caution area due to high engine power
unless the thrust value is in the caution area. A similar
relationship existed for the warning limits.
These two primary display elements were then grouped, as in
the traditional design, by criticality and then by frequency of
use. The arrangement is in a left to right order.
Additionally, since the application is for a two engine
aircraft, two sets of display elements were grouped by function,
again like the traditional design. The completed product of
this display design is shown in figures 17 and 18. The final
set of tasks and the related information characteristics are
provided in appendices C and D, respectively. The display
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format is physically presented on two CRT displays in a left to
right arrangement. It would have been preferred to place all of
the monitoring display elements on a single CRT. For this to
have been done, however, would have resulted in the digital
presentations being too small for practical use.
At this point, the concepts of the task-oriented design
process have been demonstrated. In this process, the user's
task was decomposed only to a level where relevant information
was identified (thrust instead of EPR). This is in contrast to
the traditional process, where the user's task is usually
decomposed to a level where a raw data source can be identified.
The second, complementary half of this proposed concept dealt
with providing information in a form that is more appropriate to
the user's task. In doing so, it was necessary to process or
synthesize data to support this implementation. This design
concept, then, is directed toward providing task-oriented
information, both in content and form, to support the user's
needs. In doing so, a reduction of the user's cognitive
workload associated with the use of this information should be
possible.
TEST CONDITIONS AND DISPLAY EVALUATION
As part of this thesis, the displays described in the
preceding chapters were implemented and evaluated in a simulated
flight environment. The aircraft simulator itself was a fixed-
base cockpit configured as the research cockpit of the NASA
Transport Systems Research Vehicle airplane (ref. 25). This
simulation included a six-degree-of-freedom set of nonlinear
equations of motion as well as functionally representing the
aspects of the advanced flight control configuration of the
airplane. The engine model included in this simulation was a
nonlinear, engineering model of a Pratt and Whitney JTSD-7
turbofan engine.
six electronic CRT displays were provided in the cockpit.
Primary and navigation display formats (ref. 25, 26-28) were
provided in the form of an over-and-under arrangement for
vehicle control and guidance, two to each side of the cockpit.
Two side-by-side, center mounted CRT displays were provided for
systems management. These latter CRT displays were used to
present the engine formats relevant to this study. All of the
CRT displays were approximately 8 inches diagonal in size. The
formats for these displays were generated on an Adage AGT 340
graphics computer. The engine displays were stroke drawings
utilizing 4 colors. Raster features were synthesized by stroke-
filling. The cockpit arrangement of these CRT displays can be
seen in figure 19.
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Figure 17. Task-oriented display, left CRT.
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Figure 18. Task-oriented display, right CRT.
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For a basis of comparison during the evaluation, the modern,
state-of-the-art engine display format that was described in
chapter III was used. For the evaluation part of this thesis,
this display was designated as the modern format. The general
form and function of this format is familiar to the commercial
aircraft piloting community. The utility of this format over
conventional electromechanical instruments and the unique
feature_f this format were described in chapter III. This
display format was evaluated against the display format
described in chapter IV. The implementation considerations for
the task-oriented display format, designated the advanced
format, are given in appendix E. Further implementation details
are provided in reference 29.
For the evaluation of these formats, sixteen pilot subjects
were used. All of the subjects were qualified in multi-engine
jet airplanes. Four of the subjects were NASA test pilots, one
subject was a pilot for a commercial air carrier and the
remaining eleven subjects were U. S. Air Force operational
pilots. Each subject Was briefed prior to the simulation test
with respect to the display formats, the aircraft cockpit
systems, and the evaluation tasks. Each briefing began with the
subject reading a formal pilot briefing handout (appendix F).
This reading was followed by the subject taking a written quiz
(appendix G) on the critical engine parameters for the aircraft
engine used in this studY. The primary intent of this quiz was
to assure that the subjects were familiar with the operating
limitations of this engine. Each subject was then provided with
an informal 1 1/2 hour briefing on the simulator and on both
sets of engine display formats.
The simulator evaluation began after the pilot briefing. The
evaluation sequence was as follows:
i. Simulator familiarization and initial subjective
evaluation of the modern format. This subjective
evaluation required the completion of a written
questionnaire (questionnaire A, shown in appendix H)
sp_cifically appraising the modern format. (Approximately
1 hour.)
2. Simulator familiarization and initial subjective
evaluation of the advanced format. As part of this
evaluation, the completfon of a written questionnaire
specifically appraising the advanced format was required
(questionnaire B, shown in appendix H). Following this
evaluation, a second questionnaire was administered
(questionnaire C, shown in appendix H). This second
questionnaire required the subject to comparatively rate
the two display formats. (Approximately 1 hour.)
3. Practice and quantitative evaluation of one of the engine
formats. (Approximately 15 minutes.)
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4. Practice and quantitative evaluation of the other engine
format. (Approximately 15 minutes.)
5. Complete a final subjective questionnaire set. The
comparative questionnaire (questionnaire C, of appendix H)
was again administered. Following this, the subject was
then requested to provide written comments regarding the
advanced display only (questionnaire D of appendix H) .
Because no demands were placed on the subjects that were
specific to the simulated aircraft, the simulator
familiarization and subjective evaluations were performed
concurrently. Additionally, because all the subjects were
generally familiar with the modern format, all of the subjective
evaluations began with this format.
For the initial, subjective evaluation of each display
format, the subjects were provided with flight scenarios that
included normal, degraded, and out-of-tolerance engine systems
conditions. The majority of the scenarios involved a takeoff
task, since this task is generally the most engine- system
critical. The takeoff conditions included a wide range of
aircraft weights and airport elevations. These two factors
significantly affect the acceleration potential of the aircraft
and therefore significantly affect takeoff capabilities. The
other scenarios were inflight, cruise situations. It should be
noted that no caution or alerting system, expect what was
provided by the displays, was provided. A list of these
scenarios is provided in table 8.
For the initial evaluations, the subjects were allowed to
stop or "freeze" the simulator at any time to analyze a
situation. Any situation or condition could be discussed with
the test engineer. The subjects were always advised of any
degraded or failure (out-of-tolerance) condition. As previously
stated, they were required to rate each format as to its
suitability at the end of each of these two evaluation phases
(questionnaires A and B). Additionally, the subjects were
required to comparatively evaluate the formats at the end of the
second evaluation (questionnaire C).
Following the initial subjective evaluations, a quantitative
evaluation was performed for each of the two formats. During
this part of the overall evaluation, one-half of the subjects
began with the modern display format and the other one-half
began with the advanced format. For each display format, the
subjects were required to perform two takeoff and two inflight
tasks. The subjects were advised that system failure scenarios
would be randomly included in these tasks. In actuality, the
order of the failure scenarios was random but one failure and
one non-failure scenario was included in each task pair (takeoff
and inflight). No scenarios were repeated for any one subject.
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Table 8. Scenarios for familiarization and the subjective
evaluations.
Scenario
number
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
FI0
FII
Condition
takeoff
takeoff
takeoff
takeoff
takeoff
takeoff
takeoff
takeoff
cruise
cruise
cruise
Altitude
(feet)
0
0
0
0
0
0
5333
5333
18000
18000
18000
CAS
(kts)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
290
290
290
Weight
(ibs)
80000
80000
80000
80000
80000
112000
80000
102006
91000
91000
91000
Fault
number
m
1
4
2
5
D
m
3
4
Fault Description
number
No fault, normal operation.m
1 Low oil pressure on the left engine. Problem is
a function of N2, with oil pressure decreasing
from normal into the caution area above 60% N 2.
Oil leak, both engine. Problem begins after 45
seconds of operation. Potential outcome is total
loss of oil from the system.
Oil leak on the left engine. The problem
develops from normal to 0 quantity over a 90
second period. Potential outcome is total loss
of oil from the system.
High EGT for both engines. The problem is a bias
in engine temperature (+ i00 degrees C) with the
potential result of an engine over-temperature
condition.
Low oil pressure on both engines with the left
engine decreasing the faster. Problem is a
function of time, with oil pressure decreasing
from normal into the caution area within 1
second.
5O
The scenarios used for this portion of the evaluation were
similar to those used earlier with the following noteworthy
exception, the displays were only shown for set periods of time;
except for those time periods, the CRT displays were
electronically blanked. This switching of the displays on and
off was done to reduce the effect of the subjects giving
excessive emphasis to the engine control and monitoring tasks.
That is, the engine control and monitoring tasks are not the
pilot's primary tasks during actual, operational situations. If
the aircraft takeoff task is considered the pilot's primary
task, during which engine control and performance are critical,
it may be observed that the time devoted to engine control and
monitoring is fairly small relative to the overall task.
To determine an appropriate time period for the viewing of
the engine displays, a preliminary test was conducted several
months prior to this evaluation. For this preliminary test,
three subjects (none of the sixteen used for this evaluation)
were each provided with takeoff and inflight scenarios similar
to those used in the actual evaluation. The intent of this test
was to determine when the subject viewed the engine displays
during the performance of an overall flight task (a takeoff task
or an inflight task requiring an increase in power). The
subjects were not advised as to the intent of this preliminary
test. A record of the subjects' viewing periods of the engine
displays was kept. The resulting average viewing periods from
this preliminary test were used during the evaluation of the
display formats. For the takeoff scenarios, this resulted in a
four-second period following the initial throttle advance, a
two-second period beginning at 55 knots (for the 60 knot power
check), and a two-second period beginning 5 knots prior to VI.
For the takeoff scenarios, the displays were initially on. For
the inflight scenarios, a single three-second period was used.
For these scenarios, the displays were initially off.
To reduce the effect of subject inattention to the engine
control and monitoring tasks during these quantitative
evaluations, the subjects were not allowed to perform any other
task (flight task, e.g., the control of the aircraft's flight
path). Additionally, the test engineer provided all of the
aircraft speed callouts (55 knots and 5 knots prior to Vl).
During the evaluation, the subjects were advised that if an
engine problem developed, the task was to be immediately
terminated and the failure reported. The subjects were not
informed of the nature of a failure for these scenarios either
before, during, or after the test. The scenarios for this part
of the evaluation and their order of use are given in tables 9
and I0, respectively.
Following the quantitative evaluations, the subjects were
again required to comparatively rate the formats (questionnaire
C, for the second time). A final questionnaire was then
administered, where the subjects were required to provide brief
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Table 9. Scenarios for the quantitative evaluation.
Scenario
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Condition
takeoff
takeoff
takeoff
takeoff
crulse
cruise
cruise
cruise
Altitude
(feet)
0
0
4900
4900
16000
16000
16000
16000
CAS
(kts)
0
0
0
0
270
270
3OO
300
Weight
(ibs)
108000
85000
108000
85000
85000
85000
85000
85000
Fault
number
1
n
2
m
4
3
Fault
number
l
1
4
Description
No fault, normal operation.
EPR, se_sor error, high EPR values for both
engines. Simulation of a blocked P1 pressure
probe leading to higher than true EPR readings
above 1.0 EPR. The potential result is
insufficient power for the flight condition.
High oil temperature on the left engine.
Problem is a function of N2, with oil
temperature increasing from normal into the
caution area above 60% N 2.
High N 2 speeds on both engines. The problem is a
higher than normal gain on N2, with the
potential result of an N 2 overspeed condition.
High EGT for both engines. The problem is a bias
in engine temperature (+ 75 and + 83 degrees C
for the left and right engine, respectively)
with the potential result of an engine over-
temperature condition.
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Table i0. Scenario sequence for the quantitative evaluation.
Sequence Scenario numbers
Pilot number
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 Ii 12 13 14 15 16
modern format advanced format
I I
i i i i
1 4 4 2 3 1 2 3 4 4 3 3 2 1 1 2
2 1 3 1 4 2 3 4 1 3 2 4 1 4 2 3
6 7 8 8 5 6 5 7 6 7 6 5 8 5 7 8
5 6 7 5 6 7 8 8 5 8 5 8 7 6 6 7
advanced format modern format
i l
I t i i
3 3 2 4 1 4 1 2 3 1 1 2 4 2 3 4
4 2 1 3 2 3 4 1 2 2 4 1 3 3 4 1
8 5 6 7 7 8 6 5 8 5 7 7 6 8 5 6
7 8 5 6 8 5 7 6 7 6 8 6 5 7 8 5
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comments relative to the attributes of the advanced display
format.
The product of this evaluation was a set of test data from
each subject that included the following: questionnaire results
individually rating each display format (questionnaires A and
B); questionnaire results from two comparative questionnaires(questionnaire C), one administered prior to the quantitative
test and one administered afterward; quantitative results from
eight no-failure scenarios and eight failure scenarios; and a
set of general comments.
In analyzing the test data, differences in the results of the
qualitative data from the initial subjective evaluations,
questionnaires A and B, were deemed experimentally significant
only if the difference in mean values for relevant questions on
the questionnaires was greater than 20-percent. (The 20-percent
value was chosen prior to the data analysis as a level for
practical significance. The 20-percent was equivalent to one
block on the questionnaire response.) For example, the
difference between the average response to question 1 of
questionnaire A and question 1 of questionnaire B had to exceed
20-percent for one to be considered better than the other.
Similarly, the results of the comparative evaluations,
questionnaire C, were deemed experimentally significant only if
the average rating was at least 20-percent to the left or right
(favoring the modern or advanced display) of the center, "no
difference" rating.
The responses to questionnaires A and B, questions 1 through
6, are shown graphically in figures 20 to 25, respectively. No
differences between the responses were obtained for the first
four questions. The last two questions, the questions
pertaining to the monitoring task, showed a more favorable
rating of the advanced display. For questions 5 and 6, an
average rating of 1.2 and 1.3 for the advanced display was
obtained versus an average rating of 3.9 and 2.9 for the modern
display. The ratings were on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being
the most favorable and 5 being the least favorable.
The comparative questionnaire was administered twice, once
just prior the quantitative evaluation (the timed test) and once
immediately after this test. Examining the responses to the
questionnaires administered prior to the quantitative
evaluation, preferences were shown for the advanced display. A
general preference (question I), with regard to ease of use, was
observed for this display with an average rating of 4.2 on a
scale of 1 to 5; with a rating of 1 defined as a total
preference for the modern display and a rating of 5 defined as a
total preference for the advanced display. Preferences were
also shown for the advanced display regarding the monitoring
task, questions 5 and 6, with ratings of 4.4 and 4.5,
respectively.
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number of 12
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8
modern
display 4
0
16
number of 12
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8
advanced
display 4
0 J l
extremely fairly
easy easy
Question i. Overall, how easy did you find this display format
to use?
Figure 20. Responses to question 1 of questionnaires A and B.
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Question 2. How easy did you find the display element for
control to use?
Figure 21. Responses to question 2 of questionnaires A and B.
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Question 3. How rapidly were you able to set engine power?
Figure 22. Responses to question 3 of questionnaires A and B.
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Question 4. How accurately were you able to set engine power?
Figure 23. Responses to question 4 of questionnaires A and B.
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Question 5. How easy did you find the display elements for
monitoring engine health to use?
Figure 24. Responses to question 5 of questionnaires A and B.
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Question 6. How rapidly were you able to detect an out-of-
tolerance condition?
Figure 25. Responses to question 6 of questionnaires A and B.
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Examining the responses to questionnaire C administered after
the quantitative evaluation, a interesting trend was noted.
Preferences were again shown for the advanced display but in all
cases (all questions) with a more favorable rating. All of the
responses were experimentally significant, with ratings of 4.7,
4.4, 4.2, 4.3, 4.8, and 4.9 for questions 1 to 6, respectively.
(These results are shown graphically in figures 26 to 31.) It is
assumed that forcing the subjects into time critical situations,
as was done for the quantitative evaluations, caused the
subjects to have a greater appreciation for the advanced
display. This was especially true for the monitoring portion of
the display, where the ability to perform the monitoring task,
questions 5 and 6, was rated 4.8 and 4.9 on a scale of 5.
The analysis of the quantitative data substantiated the
qualitative results. During the quantitative testing, a total
of 32 degraded or out-of-tolerance conditions were presented for
each display. When the subjects were using the advanced
display, all 32 failure cases were properly detected. With the
modern format, 14 failure cases were not detected; four of the
cases were out-of-tolerance conditions and the remaining i0 were
degraded conditions. These results atr shown in table ii. The
differences in the overail detection of failures, the detection
of degraded conditions, and the detection of out-of-tolerance
conditions between the two displays were statistically
significant at the 95 percent confidence level (where the
hypothesis that there was no difference between the displays
yielded a chi-square of 17.92, 14.55, and 4.57, respectively,
where chi-square0.05;l _ 3.84). The inability to detect
degraded conditions using the modern display was not unexpected
since most of the subjects were not highly experienced with this
particular engine system. It is noteworthy that of the i0
degraded conditions that were not detected with the modern
format, 8 of these conditions involved an abnormally high EPR or
thrust reading (failure condition i). This condition was never
detected when the modern format was used. it is also noteworthy
in that this particular degradation was modelled after a recent
commercial aircraft accident (ref. 30).
Table II. Undetected Faults.
Type of format
modern
advanced
Number of
degraded
faults
i0
0
Number of
out-of-tolerance
faults
4
0
Percent of
total
faults
43%
0
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Question Io Overall, which display format did you find easier to
use?
Figure 26. Responses to question 1 of questionnaire C.
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Question 2. For which display format did you find engine control
easier?
Figure 27. Responses to question 2 of questionnaire C.
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Question 3. Which display format allowed the faster setting of
engine power?
Figure 28. Responses to question 3 of questionnaire C.
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Question 4. Which display format allowed the more accurate
setting of engine power?
Figure 29. Responses to question 4 of questionnaire C.
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Question 5. For which display format did you find engine
monitoring easier?
Figure 30. Responses to question 5 of questionnaire C.
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Question 6. which display format allowed the faster detection of
out-of-tolerance conditions?
Figure 31. Responses to question 6 of questionnaire C.
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CONCLUSIONS
The intent of this thesis was to define and assess a display
design concept oriented toward providing information at a level
that is more relevant to the user's task than a traditionally
designed display. One primary difference between this concept
and the traditional design process was that the user's task is
decomposed only to a level where relevant information can be
identified. This relevant information, if not directly provided
by the system sensors, should be provided by synthesis from the
underlying data of the system. A second, complementary part of
this concept dealt with providing information in a form that is
more appropriate to the user's task. Often, picture elements
chosen to support a particular task are less than optimum, from
a user's standpoint, for that task. Frequently, this less than
optimum choice is predicated on the characteristics of the
available data. If a better picture element choice is possible,
then data should be processed or synthesized to support this
implementation. In this respect, the design process is bottom-
up, with the information form dictating the information
characteristics.
A description of this proposed concept with a design example
was provided. This example was then evaluated against a
functionally similar, traditional display. The overall results
of this evaluation showed a favorable increase of both the
user's subjective assessment and failure detection rate (and
therefore a reduction in what is typically termed "operator
error") for the task-oriented display. These results confirm
the premise that providing information that is tailored to the
user's task, both in content and form, increases the user's
ability to utilize that information.
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......... APPENDIX A
ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Abbreviations
C ................... centigrade
CAS ................. calibrated airspeed
EGT .................. exhaust gas temperature
EPR .................. engine pressure ratio
FF ................... fuel flow
k .................... I000
kts .................. knots
Ibs .................. pounds
NASA .................. the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
N 1 ................... low-pressure compressor rotational
speed
N 2 ................... high-pressure compressor rotational
speed
OP ................... oil pressure
OQ ................... oil quantity
OT ................... oil temperature
psi .................. pounds per square inch, pressure
V 1 ................... decision speed, maximum speed to
abort a takeoff
Definitions
abnormal condition ... a condition where a component or
system is not operating properly but
is within its normal operating limits
advanced format ...... engine display format designed for
this study
caution limit ........ component operation in this region is
time critical
modern format ........ current technology, state-of-the-art,
engine display format
out-of-tolerance ..... a condition where a component or
condition system is not operating within its
normal operating limits
warning limit ........ continued component operation in this
region will result in failure
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APPENDIX B
INFORMATION CHARACTERISTICS
FUNCTION: ESTABLISH TAKEOFF POWER
TASK: Find maximum power (EPR reference) available
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Number of dimensions
Number of variables
Number of samples
Alert/Inform
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
Relative/Absolute
Relative importance
Obtain
EPR
reference
temperature
altitude
2
2
1
inform
no
measured
quan
quan
-40 - 40
(°C)
0 - i0000
(ft)
2
i000
absolute
absolute
high
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FUNCTION: Establish takeoff power
TASK: Set takeoff power
SUBTASK Set EPR to
reference
Check for
EPR
decrease
Adjust EPR
at 60 kts
to
reference
PARAMETER EPR EPR EPR
EPR ref ** EPR ref **
airspeed *
Number of dimensions 1 1 1
Number of variables 2 1 2
Number of samples 1 2 - 3 1
Alert/Inform inform inform inform
Response to control yes no no
actions
Measured/Derived measured measured measured
derived derived
Qualitative/ both quan both
Quantitative quan quan
Range (Units) 0.8 - 2.5
(• psi)
1.7 - 2.5
(• psi)
0.8 - 2.5
(A psi)
1.7 - 2.5
( • psi)
Required accuracy 0.01 0.03 0.01
0.01 0.01
Relative/Absolute relative absolute relative
relative relative
Relative importance medium low high
* external source.
** computed by the user.
the reference is lower than the maximum limit.
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FUNCTION: ESTABLISH TAKEOFF POWER
TASK: Confirm takeoff power
SUBTASK Check for
EPR
decrease
PARAMETER EPR EPR
EPR ref **
airspeed *
Number of dimensions 1 1
Number of variables 1 2
Number of samples 2 - 3 1
Alert/Inform inform both
Response to control no no
actions
Measured/Derived measured measured
derived
Qualitative/ both both
Quantitative quan
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
Relative/Absolute
Relative importance
0.03
absolute
low
Check EPR
at V 1
with
reference
0.8 - 2.5
(A psi)
1.7 - 2.5
(A psi)
0.01
0.01
relative
relative
high
* external source.
** computed by the user.
the reference is lower than the maximum limit.
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FUNCTION: ADJUST INFLIGHT POWER
TASK: Adjust power to establish/maintain speed
SUBTASK Set EPR to
provide
power for
speed
Check for
improper
EPR
response
Compare
EPR with
continuous
limits
PARAMETER EPR EPR EPR
airspeed * EPR limit**
Number of dimensions 1 1 1
Number of variables 1 1 2
Number of samples 1 2 -3 1
Alert/Inform inform inform both
Response to control yes no no
actions
Measured/Derived measured measured measured
derived
Qualitative/ quan quan quan
Quantitative quan
=_
Range (Units) 0.8 - 2.5
(A psi)
0 - 600
(kts)
0.8 - 2.5
(• psi)
1.5 - 2.5
(• psi)
Required accuracy - - 0.01
Relative/Absolute absolute absolute relative
relative
Relative importance medium low high
* external source.
** computed or estimated by the user.
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCECONDITIONS
TASK: Check for high N1
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Number of dimensions
Number of variables
Number of samples
Alert/Inform
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Check for
N1 in high
caution
region
N1
N1 i imit
1
2
both
no
measured
measured
both
quan
0 - i00.I
(%rpm)
94 - i00.i
(% rpm)
Determine
if in
ihigh power
condition
EPR
1
inform
no
measured
qual
Check for
N 1 in high
warning
region
N1
N 1 limit
2
both
no
measured
measured
both
quan
0 - 115
(%rpm)
i00.i - 115
(% rpm)
Required accuracy 0.I - 0.i
0.i 0.i
Relative/Absolute relative absolute relative
relative relative
Relative importance medium low high
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FUNCTION: CHECKFOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCECONDITIONS
TASK: Check for high N 2
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Number of dimensions
Number of variables
Number of samples
Alert/Inform
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
J
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
Relative/Absolute
Check for
N 2 in high
caution
region
N2
N 2 limit
1
1
both
no
measured
measured
both
quan
0 - I00
(%rpm)
94 - I00
(% rpm)
0.i
0.I
relative
relative
Determine
if in
high power
condition
EPR
1
1
1
inform
no
I
measured
qual
absolute
Relative importance medium low
Check for
N 2 in high
warning
region
N2
N 2 limit
1
2
1
both
no
measured
measured
both
quan
0 - 115
(%rpm)
I00 - 115
(% rpm)
0.i
0.I
relative
relative
high
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCE CONDITIONS
TASK: Check for high EGT
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Number of dimensions
Number of variables
Number of samples
Alert/Inform
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Check for
EGT in high
caution
region
EGT
EGT limit
1
2
1
both
no
measured
measured
both
quan
Determine
if in
high power
condition
EPR
1
1
1
inform
no
measured
qual
Check for
EGT in high
warning
region
EGT
EGT limit
1
2
1
both
no
measured
measured
both
quan
290 - 600
(°C)
535 - 570
(°C)
290 - 600
(°C)
570 - 600
(°C)
Required accuracy 2 - 2
2 2
Relative/Absolute relative absolute relative
relative relative
Relative importance medium low high
7O
FUNCTION: CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCE CONDITIONS
pressure (OP)TASK: Check for high or low oil
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Number of dimensions
Number of variables
Number of samples
Alert/Inform
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
Check for
OP in low
warning
region
OP
OP limit
1
2
1
both
no
measured
measured
quan
quan
0 - i00
(psi)
0 - 35
(psi)
1
1
Relative/Absolute relative
relative
Relative importance high
Check for
OP in low
caution
region
OP
OP limit
Check for
OP in high
warning
region
OP
OP limit
1 1
2 2
1 1
both both
no no
measured measured
measured measured
quan
quan
0 - i00
(psi)
35 - 40
(psi)
1
1
quan
quan
0 - i00
(psi)
55 - i00
(psi)
1
1
relative relative
relative relative
medium high
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FUNCTION: CHECKFOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCECONDITIONS
TASK: Check for high or low oil temperature (OT)
SUBTASK Check for
OT in low
warning
region
Check for
OT in high
caution
region
Check for
OT in high
warning
region
PARAMETER OT OT OT
OT limit OT limit OT limit
Number of dimensions 1 1 1
Number of variables 2 2 2
Number of samples 1 1 1
Alert/Inform both both both
Response to control no no no
actions
Measured/Derived measured measured measured
measured measured measured
Qualitative/ quan quan quan
Quantitative quan quan quan
- Tm _,
Range (Units) 0 - 180
(°C)
0 - 40
("C)
0 - 180
("C)
120 - 157
(°C)
0 - 180
('C)
157 - 180
(°C)
Required accuracy 1 1 1
1 1 1
Relative Absolute relative relative relative
relative relative relative
Relative importance high medium high
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FUNCTION: CHECKFOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCECONDITIONS
TASK: Check low oil quantity (OQ)
SUBTASK Check for
OQ in low
warning
region
PARAMETER OQ
OQ limit
Number of dimensions 1
Number of variables 2
Number of samples 1
Alert/Inform both
Response to control no
actions
Measured/Derived measured
measured
Qualitative/ quan
Quantitative quan
Range (Units) 0 - 5
(gal)
0 - 1
(gal)
Required accuracy 1
1
Relative/Absolute relative
relative
Relative importance high
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR DEGRADED CONDITIONS
TASK: Check for an unusual rate of change of a parameter
SUBTASK Check EPR
for
change
Check N 1
for
change
Check N 2
for
change
PARAMETER EPR N 1 N 2
Number of dimensions 1 1 1
Number of variables 1 1 1
Number of samples 2 - 5 2 - 5 2 - 5
Alert/Inform alert alert alert
Response to control no no no
actions
,r.
Measured/Derived measured measured measured
Qualitative/ quan quan quan
Quantitative
Range (Units) 0.8 - 2.5 0 - 115 0 - 115
Required accuracy
Relative/Absolute
Relative importance
(• psi)
0.03
absolute
low
(% rpm)
0.5
(% rpm)
0.5
absolute
low
absolute
low
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FUNCTION: CHECKFOR DEGRADED CONDITIONS
TASK: Check for an unusual rate of change of a parameter
SUBTASK Check EGT
for
change
Check fuel
flow for
change
[
Check oil
pressure
(OP) for
change
PARAMETER EPR fuel flow OP
Number of dimensions 1 1 1
Number of variables 1 1 1
Number of samples 2 - 5 2 - 5 2 - 5
Alert/Inform alert alert alert
Response to control no no no
actions
Measured/Derived measured measured measured
Qualitative/ quan quan quan
Quantitative
Range (Units) 0 - 12000
(ib/hr)
0 - i00
(psi)
Required accuracy 0.03 500 3
Relative/Absolute absolute absolute absolute
Relative importance low low low
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR DEGRADED CONDITIONS
TASK: Check for an unusual rate of change of a parameter
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Check oil
temperature
(OT) for
change
OT
Check oil
quantity
(OQ) for
change
OQ
Number of dimensions 1 1
Number of variables 1 1
Number of samples 2 - 5 2 - 5
Alert/Inform alert alert
Response to control no no
actions
measured measuredMeasured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
quan
0 - 180
(0c)
quan
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
Relative/Absolute
Relative importance
0 - 5
(gal)
2 0.i
absolute absolute
1 ow 1 ow
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FUNCTION: CHECKFOR DEGRADEDCONDITIONS
TASK: Determine if EPR value is appropriate
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Compare
EPR value
with
nominal
actual EPR
nominal EPR
Number of dimensions 1
Number of variables 2
Number of samples 1
Alert/Inform inform
noResponse to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
measured
estimated
quan
quan
0.8 - 2.5
(A psi)
0.8 - 2.5
(A psi)
Required accuracy 0.2
0.2
Relative/Absolute relative
relative
Relative importance medium
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR DEGRADEDCONDITIONS
TASK: Determine if N 1 value is appropriate
SUBTASK Compare
N 1 value
with
nominal
PARAMETER actual N 1
nominal N 1
Number of dimensions 1
Number of variables 2
Number of samples 1
Alert/Inform inform
Response to control no
actions
Measured/Derived measured
estimated
Qualitative/ quan
Quantitative quan
Range (Units) 0 - i00.i
(% rpm)
0 - i00.I
(% rpm)
Required accuracy 3
3
Relative/Absolute relative
relative
Relative importance medium
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FUNCTION: CHECKFOR DEGRADEDCONDITIONS
TASK: Determine if N2 value is appropriate
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Number of dimensions
Number of variables
Number of samples
Alert/Inform
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Compare
N 2 Value
with
nominal
actual N 2
nominal N 2
1
2
1
inform
no
measured
estimated
quan
quan
0 - i00
(% rpm)
0 - i00
(% rpm)
Required accuracy 3
3
Relative/Absolute relative
relative
Relative importance medium
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR DEGRADEDCONDITIONS
TASK: Determine if EGT value is appropriate
SUBTASK Compare
EGT value
with
nominal
PARAMETER actual EGT
nominal EGT
Number of dimensions 1
Number of variables 2
Number of samples 1
Alert/Inform inform
Response to control no
actions
Measured/Derived measured
estimated
Qualitative/ quan
Quantitative quan
Range (Units) 290 - 600
(°C)
290 - 600
(°C)
Required accuracy 40
40
Relative/Absolute relative
relative
Relative importance medium
8O
FUNCTION: CHECKFORDEGRADEDCONDITIONS
TASK: Determine if fuel flow (FF) value is appropriate
SUBTASK Compare
FF value
with
nominal
PARAMETER actual FF
nominal FF
Number of dimensions 1
Number of variables 2
Number of samples 1
Alert/Inform inform
Response to control no
actions
Measured/Derived measured
estimated
Qualitative/ quan
Quantitative quan
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
0 - 12000
(ib/hr)
0 - 12000
(ib/hr)
300
300
Relative/Absolute relative
relative
Relative importance medium
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APPENDIX C
MODIFIED TASK SET
TASKS FOR THE FUNCTION ESTABLISH TAKEOFF POWER
TASK
Check system/
component
operation
SUBTASK SUBTASK
See the
Monitoring Functionf r this set of
tasks
Set
Set the engine
takeoff power power levers to
ob ain takeoff
thrust
Confirm takeoff
power
Compare poweroutput with the
reference
Advance or adjust
power levers until
the thrust value
is the same as the
reference
(±2%)
Compare thrust
with predictor
Adjust thrust at
60 kts
[obtain airspeed,
external task]
Compare thrust
with the predictor
Check thrust at V 1
[obtain airspeed,
external task]
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TASKS FOR THE FUNCTION ADJUST INFLIGHT POWER
TASK SUBTASK SUBTASK
Check system/
component
operation
Adjust power
as necessary to
establish/
maintain speed
See the
Monitoring Functionf r this set of
tasks
i Set the engine
power levers to
obtain required
power
[obtain airspeed,
external task]
Adjust power
levers until the
provided power
produces the
required speed or
speed change
[experience]
Compare thrust
with predictor
Check that thrust
does not exceed
maximum continuous
limits
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TASKS FOR THE FUNCTIONS CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERAnCE
CONDITIONS AND CHECK FOR DEGRADED CONDITIONS
TASK SUBTASK SUBTASK
Check for thrust
out-of-tolerance
Check for
abnormal thrust
Check for thrust in
high caution regionCheck for thrust in
high warning region
Compare thrustvalue against
predicted value
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TASKS FOR THE FUNCTIONS CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCE
CQNDITIONS AND C_CK FOR DEGRADED CONDITIONS
(continued)
TASK
Check of
high or low
conditions
SUBTASK
Check for N 1
out-of-tolerance
Check for abnormal
N1
Check for N 2
out-of-tolerance
Check for abnormal
N2
Check for EGT
out-of-tolerance
Check for abnormal
EGT
Check for abnormal
fuel flow
Check for oil
pressure
out-of-tolerance
Check for abnormal
oil pressure
Check for oil
temperature
out-of-tolerance
Check for abnormal
oil temperature
Check for oil
quantity
out-of-tolerance
Check for abnormal
oil quantity
SUBTASK
See subtask
Determine if out-of-tolerance; if
not, abnormal
{ See subtask
Determine if out-of-tolerance; if
not, abnormal
See subtask
Determine if out-of-tolerance; if
not, abnormal
_ See subtask
{ Determine if out-of-tolerance; if
not, abnormal
See subtask
Determine if out-of-tolerance; if
not, abnormal
_ See subtask
Determine if out-of-tolerance; if
not, abnormal
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SUBTASKSFOR THE FUNCTION CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCE CONDITIONS
SUBTASK
Check for N 1
out-of-tolerance
SUBTASK SUBTASK
Check for N 1 in { Check forhigh caution region 94% < N 1 S 100.1%
Check for N 1 in
high caution region
under high power
conditions i Check for
94% < N 1 S 100.1%
Determine if in
high power
condition
Check for N 1 in [ Check for
high warning region i N1 > 100.1%
Check for N 2
out-of-tolerance
Check for N 2 in [ Check for
high caution region i 94% < N 2 S 100%
Check for N 2 in
high caution region
under high power
conditions i Check for
94% < N 2 _ 100%
Determine if in
high power
condition
Check for N 2 in [ Check for
high warning region i N2 > 100%
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SUBTASKS FOR THE FUNCTION CHECK FOR OUT-QF-TOLERANC_ ,,CONDITIONS
(continued)
SUBTASK SUBTASK SUBTASK
Check for EGT
out-of-tolerance
Check for EGT in [ Check for
high caution region i 535 ° < EGT S 570 °
Check for EGT in
high caution region
under high power
conditions
Check for
535 ° < EGT S 570 °
Determine if in
high power
condition
Check for EGT in F Check for
high warning region t EGT > 570 °
Check for oil
pressure (OP)
out-of-tolerance
Check for OP In F Check for
low warning region i OP < 35psi
Check for OP in F Check for
low caution region i 35psi < OP < 40psi
Check for OP in F Check for
high warning region _ OP > 55psi
Check for oil
temperature (OT)
out-of-tolerance
Check for oil
quantity (OQ)
out-of-tolerance
Check for OT in F
low warning region t Check for OT < 40 °
Check for OT in F Check for
high caution region t 120° < OT S 157 °
Check for OT in F Check for
high warning region t OT > 157 °
Check for OQ in
low warning region Check forOQ < ! gal
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APPENDIX D
MODIFIED INFORMATION CHARACTERISTICS
FUNCTION: ESTABLISH TAKEOFF POWER
TASK: Set takeoff power
SUBTASK Set thrust
predictor
to
reference
Compare
thrust
with
predictor
Adjust
predictor
at 60kts to
reference
PARAMETER predictor thrust predictor
reference predictor reference
airspeed**
Number of dimensions 1 1 1
Number of variables 2 2 2
Number of samples 1 1 1
Alert/Inform inform inform inform
Response to control yes no no
actions
Measured/Derived derived derived derived
derived derived derived
Qualitative/ both both both
Quantitative quan both quan
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
-i0 - II0
(%)
85 - ii0
(%)
2
2
relative
relative
medium
Relative/Absolute
-I0 - Ii0
(%)
-10 - ii0
(%)
4
4
relative
relative
mediumRelative importance
** external source.
-I0 - llO
(%)
85 - ii0
(%)
2
2
relative
relative
high
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FUNCTION: ESTABLISH TAKEOFF POWER
TASK: Confirm takeoff power
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Compare
thrust
with
predictor
thrust
predictor
Compare
predictor
at V 1 with
reference
predictor
reference
airspeed**
Number of dimensions 1 1
Number of variables 2 2
Number of samples 1
Alert/Inform inform
Response to control no
actions
Measured/Derived derived
derived
Qualitative/ both
Quantitative both
Range (Units) -i0 - ii0
(%)
-!0 - ii0
(%)
1
inform
no
derived
derived
both
quan
-i0 - ii0
(%)
85 - ii0
(%)
Required accuracy 4 2
4 2
Relative/Absolute relative relative
relative relative
Relative importance medium high
** external source.
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FUNCTION: ADJUST INFLIGHT POWER
TASK: Adjust power to establish/maintain speed
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Number of dimensions
Number of variables
Number of samples
Alert/Inform
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
Relative/Absolute
Set thrust
to provide
power
for speed
thrust
airspeed**
inform
yes
derived
quan
-I0 - Ii0
(%)
0 - 600
(kts)
absolute
Relative importance medium
** external source.
compare
thrust
with
predictor
thrust
predictor
2
1
inform
no
derived
derived
both
both
-I0 - ii0
(%)
-i0 - ii0
(%)
4
4
relative
relative
medium
Compare
thrust with
limits
thrust
limits
2
1
both
no
derived
derived
quan
quan
-i0 - ii0
(%)
83 - ii0
(%)
2
2
relative
relative
high
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FUNCTION: CHECKFOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCE CONDITIONS AND
CHECK FOR DEGRADED
TASK: Check for thrust out-of-tolerance
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Check for
thrust in
caution
region
thrust
thrust-
limits
Check for
thrust in
warning
region
thrust
thrust-
limits
Number of dimensions 1 1
Number of variables 2 2
Number of samples 1 1
Alert/Inform inform both
no noResponse to control
actions
Measured/Derived derived
derived
qual
-i0 - ii0
(%)
83 - !i0
(%)
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
derived
derived
qual
-i0 - ii0
(%)
83 - II0
(%)
Required accuracy - -
m
Relative/Absolute relative relative
relative relative
Relative importance medium high
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCE CONDITIONS AND
CHECK FOR DEGRADED
TASK: Check for abnormal thrust
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Number of dimensions
Number of variables
Number of samples
Alert/Inform
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Compare
thrust
with
predictor
thrust
predictor
1
both
no
derived
derived
both
both
Required accuracy 4
4
Relative/Absolute relative
relative
Relative importance medium
-i0 - Ii0
(%)
-I0 - ii0
(%)
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCE CONDITIONS AND
CHECK FOR DEGRADED
TASK: Check for high or low conditions
SUBTASK
PARAMETER deviation
limits
Number of dimensions 1
Number of variables 14
Number of samples 1
Alert/Inform both
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
Relative/Absolute
no
derived
derived
both
± i00
(%)
± 33, ± 67
(%)
relative
relative
Relative importance medium
Check for
out-of-
tolerance
conditions
see subtask
Check for
degraded
conditions
see subtask
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCECONDITIONS
TASK: Check for high N 1
SUBTASK Check for
N 1 in high
caution
region
.o= n
Determine
if in
high power
condition
Check for
N 1 in high
warning
region
PARAMETER N 1 thrust N 1
N 1 limit thrust- N 1 limit
limits
Number of dimensions 1 1 1
Number of variables 2 2 2
Number of samples 1 1 1
Alert/Inform both inform both
Response to control no no no
actions
Measured/Derived both derived both
derived derived derived
Qualitative/ both qual both
Quantitative quan quan
Range (Units) -i0 - ii0
(%)
83 - Ii0
(%)
0 - i00.i*
(%rpm)*
94 - i00.i*
(% rpm)*
0 - 115,
(%rpm)*
i00.i - 115
(% rpm)*
Required accuracy 0.I - 0.i
0.I - 0.i
Relative/Absolute relative relative relative
relative relative relative
Relative importance medium low high
* also presented as a derived, normalized value.
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FUNCTION: CHECKFOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCECONDITIONS
TASK: Check for high N 2
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Number of dimensions
Number of variables
Number of samples
Alert/Inform
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
Relative/Absolute
Relative importance
Check for
N 2 in high
caution
region
Check for
N 2 in high
warning
region
Determine
if in
high power
condition
thrust
thrust-
limits
1 1
2
1 1
both inform
no no
both derived
derived derived
both qual
quan
-i0 - ii0
(%)
83 - ii0
(%)
0.i
0.I
relative
relative
medium low
N2 N2
N 2 limit N 2 limit
1
2 2
1
both
no
0 - i00.
(%rpm)*
94 - i00.
(% rpm)*
both
derived
both
quan
0 - 115-
(%rpm)*
I00 - 115.
(% rpm)*
0.i
0.1
relative relative
relative relative
high
* also presented as a derived, normalized value.
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCE CONDITIONS
TASK: Check for high EGT
SUBTASK Check for
EGT in highl
caution
region
Determine
if in
high power
condition
Check for
EGT in high
warning
region
PARAMETER EGT thrust EGT
EGT limit thrust- EGT limit
limits
Number of dimensions 1 1 1
, =
Number of variables 2 2 2
Number of samples 1 1 1
Alert/Inform both inform both
Response to control no no no
actions
Measured/Derived both derived both
derived derived derived
Qualitative/ both qual both
Quantitative quan quan
Range (Units) 290 - 600*
(°c)*
535 - 570*
(°c)*
2
2
relative
relative
Required accuracy
-i0 - ii0
(%)
83 - ii0
(%)
m
relative
relative
Relative/Absolute
290 - 600*
(°c)*
570 - 600*
(°c)*
2
2
relative
relative
Relative importance medium low high
* also presented as a derived, normalized value.
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FUNCTION: CHECKFOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCE CONDITIONS
TASK: Check for high or low oil pressure (OP)
SUBTASK
PARAMETER
Check for
OP in low
warning
region
OP
OP i imit
Number of dimensions 1
Number of variables 2
Number of samples 1
Alert/Inform both
noResponse to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
both
derived
both
quan
0 - i00"
(psi)*
0 - 35*
(psi) *
, L
1
1
Check for
oP in low
caution
region
Check for
oP in high
warning
region
OP OP
OP limit OP limit
1 1
2 2
1 1
both both
no no
derived
derived
both
quan
0 - i00
(psi)
35 - 40
(psi)
both
derived
both
quan
0 - i00"
(psi) *
55 - i00"
(psi) *
Relative/Absolute relative relative relative
relative relative relative
Relative importance high medium high
* also presented as a derived, normalized value.
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCE CONDITIONS
TASK: Check for high or low oil temperature (OT)
SUBTASK Check for
OT in low
warning
region
Check for
OT in high
caution
region
Check for
OT in high
warning
region
PARAMETER OT OT OT
OT limit OT limit OT limit
Number of dimensions 1 1 1
Number of variables 2 2 2
Number of samples 1 1 1
Alert/Inform both both both
Response to control no no no
actions
Measured/Derived both derived both
derived derived derived
Qualitative/ both both both
Quantitative quan quan quan
Range (Units) 0 - 180.
(°c)*
120 - 157"
(°c)*
0 - 180"
(°c)*
0 - 40*
(°c)*
0 - 180"
('c)*
157 - 180"
(°c)*
Required accuracy 1 1 1
1 1 1
Relative/Absolute relative relative relative
relative relative relative
Relative importance high medium high
* also presented as a derived, normalized value.
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FUNCTION: CHECK FOR OUT-OF-TOLERANCE CONDITIONS
TASK: Check low oil quantity (OQ)
SUBTASK Check for
OQ in low
warning
region
PARAMETER OQ
OQ limit
Number of dimensions 1
s
Number of variables 2
I
Number of samples 1
Alert/Inform both
Response to control no
actions
Measured/Derived both
derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
Relative/Absolute
both
quan
0 - 5*
(gal) *
0 - i*
(gal) *
1
1
relative
relative
Relative importance high
* also presented as a derived, normalized value.
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FUNCTION: CHECKFOR DEGRADED CONDITIONS
TASK: Check for abnormal parameter *
SUBTASK Determine
if
out-of-
tolerance
PARAMETER see subtaski
Number of dimensions
Number of variables
Number of samples
Alert/Inform
Response to control
actions
Measured/Derived
Qualitative/
Quantitative
Range (Units)
Required accuracy
Relative/Absolute
Relative importance
* if the parameter is not out-of-tolerance, then the
parameter must be in an abnormal state
i00
APPENDIX E
IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The primary implementation requirement for the advanced
display format (the display designed using the task-oriented
approach) was the generation of the estimated value for each of
the parameters. In order to provide most of these estimates, a
third-order polynomial_equation for each parameter was used. The
coefficients for these polynomials were obtained from a
regression analysis performed on a data set taken from the
simulated engine. The estimated values for these parameters were
based on the following:
i. Maximum allowable thrust - maximum takeoff EPR adjusted
for mach and altitude and limited by the thrust at maximum
NI, the thrust at maximum N2, the thrust at maximum EGT.
2. Maximum continuous thrust - maximum continuous EPR
adjusted for mach and altitude and limited by the thrust
at maximum continuous NI, the thrust at maximum continuous
N2, the thrust at maximum continuous EGT.
3. Thrust - control position, mach, altitude.
4. N 1 - EPR, mach, and altitude.
5. N 2 - EPR, mach, and altitude.
6. EGT - EPR, mach, and altitude.
7. Fuel flow- EPR, mach, and altitude.
8. Oil pressure - a constant.
9. Oil temperature - a constant.
i0. Oil quantity - a constant.
It should be noted that a standard atmospheric model was
assumed. That is, altitude had temperature effect included. It
should also be noted that two separate submodels were used, one
for the engine bleed valve open condition and one for the bleed
value closed condition. (Bleed valves are used to facilitate
engine acceleration and to prevent high altitude compressor
surge by ducting compressor air overboard during low thrust
conditions. During normal aircraft takeoff and cruise
conditions, the bleed valves are closed.)
The second implementation requirement for the advanced
display format involved the calculation of the column height for
the column deviation graph. In general, this graph showed the
difference between the actual value and the estimated value for
each parameter, normalized to the full scale value of that
parameter. The graph was equally divided into normal, caution,
i01
Land warning ranges for differences both above and below the
estimate. The ranges, associated with the differences are as
follows:
norma_ : -10% to 10% ,
caution : -15% to -10% and 10% to 15%
warning : less than -15% and greater than 15%
In addition, ............ limitations were merged with the
deviations as the parameter approached a limit. For example, the
N 1 caution limit, which begins at 94% NI, was merged with the N 1
deviation value beginning at 89% N I. The merging was designed so
that N 1 deviation column would just begin transitioning into the
caution area as N 1 reaches 94%.
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APPENDIX F
PILOT BRIEFING
Purpose
The purpose of this evaluation is to compare a modern engine
display format, somewhat like the Boeing 757/767, against an advanced
display format. This evaluation will use a part-task, real-time
simulation. Both takeoff and inflight scenarios will be used. For the
takeoff scenarios, the piloting task will be an acceleration,
initiated from 0 speed, engine power at idle. The task will terminate
at approximately VI. The inflight scenarios will require an increase
in engine power from trimmed, level flight, prior to an expedited
climb. To reduce the effect of giving excessive emphasis to the engine
control and monitoring task, the engine formats will only be visible
during the time periods that you would normally view these displays.
For the takeoff task, this will be a 4"second period following
throttle advance, a 2-second period beginning at 55 knots (for the 60
knot power check), and a 2-second period beginning 5 knots prior to
Vl. For the inflight case, a single 3-second period will be used.
For this test, your only task will be to control and monitor the
aircraft engines. For each of the two display formats, you will be
given 2 takeoff scenarios and 2 inflight scenarios. None of the
scenarios will be repeated. Measurements will be taken in the form of
quantitative (time, control lever position) and qualitative
(questionnaire) data.
Trainina and Initial Subjective Evaluation
You will be provided approximately 2 hours of training prior to
quantitative (recorded performance) data collection. For the initial
portion of the training, a familiarization of the TSRV simulator,
including the modern engine formats, will be provided. This
familiarization will include takeoff and cruise situations using the
velocity control wheel steering (VCWS) system. The training scenarios
will provide situations similar to those that will be used during the
actual test. After you become familiar with the simulated aircraft and
aircraft systems, you will be asked to fill out a short questionnaire
regarding the engine formats_ F011bwing this, familiarization time
using the advanced formats will be provided. You will then be asked to
fill out a second questionnaire.
During the last portion of the training, the engine displays will
be switched on and off in the same manner that will be used during the
quantitative data collection part of the test.
A summary of the critical engine parameters for the JTSD-7 engine
is provided on the attached sheet. Prior to the test, you will be
required to recall from memory, with 100% accuracy, all of these
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parameters. A sample of the test shee[ for this requirement is also
provided.
Display Formats
...... ...........
Modern Format: The:_diSplay _elements used in'this format should be
generally familiar to you. The unique features of this format are as
follows :
Operation in a caution region: Any time that you are
operating in a caution region, shown by a yellow range-
marking on the display element, the digital readout for
that display element will also be displayed in yellow.
Operation in a warning region: Similar to operating in a
caution except that the display color is red.
EPR gage : See figure I.
EPR warning limit: The EPR warning limit, shown by a red
range-marking on the EPR dial, is a computed takeoff EPR
limit (or maximum-continuous EPR if the takeoff and
maximum-continuous limits are the same) based on current
ambient conditions.
EPR warning
(red) I .76
EPR cautionS1 [1.71
EPR predictor - -
EPR reference/
_4_____EPR reference
value
-4-----Current EPR
value
Figure i. EPR gage.
EPR caution limit: The EPR caution limit, shown by yellow
range-marking on the EPR dial, is a computed maximum-
continuous EPR limit based on current ambient conditions.
If the takeoff and maximum-continuous limits are the
same, no caution limit will be shown.
-EPR-reference pointer:-FOr the takeoff conditions, an EPR
reference pointer will be displayed on the EPR dials. The
reference value itself will be digitally presented above
the actual EPR value readout.
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EPR predictor: The simulated engine fuel control computes
a estimate of the EPRvalue based on current conditions.
If the estimated and actual EPR values disagree (usually
due to spoolup dynamics), an EPR predictor will be
displayed on the EPR dial. The predictor will originate
at the current EPR value and end at the estimated value.
Advanced Format: The general form for the display elements used in
this format are fixed-scales/moving-columns. The display elements
themselves may be separated into 2 distinct cases: control and
monitoring.
Control: The display elements for control are the thrust indicators
(see figure 2), scaled from -10% to +110%, with 100% defined as the
maximum thrust available without exceeding any engine limit. The
actual available thrust is shown, in pounds, at the top of each thrust
indicator. In addition, the following elements are part of the thrust
indicators:
Thrust warning limit: The thrust warning limit, shown by
a red range-marking on the thrust scale, always begins at
100%. Under normal operations, no other engine parameter
(NI, N2, or EGT) will be within a warning area unless the
current thrust value is in the warning area.
Thrust caution limit: The thrust caution limit, shown by
a yellow range-marking on the thrust scale, is based on a
computed maximum-continuous thrust. Under normal
operations, no other engine parameter (NI, N2, or EGT)
will be within a caution area unless the current thrust
value is in the caution area.
Maximum thrust
available _13680
Thrust warning
13680 (red)
Thrust reference-- Thrust caution
(92%) 85 85 (yellow)
Thrust predictor
(white)
Current thrust
(70%)
(green, yellow, or
red)
Figure 2. Thrust indicators.
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Thrust reference pointer: For the takeoff conditions, an
thrust reference pointer will be displayed on each thrust
indicator. The reference value itself, in percent of
available thrust, will be digitally presented for a 5-
second period immediately following a change in the
reference value.
Thrust predictor: Themonitoring system, independent of
the engine, computes a estimate of the commandedthrust
based on current conditions. This estimate is presented
both as a predictor column and as a predictor pointer.
The predictor pointer includes a digital readout, in
percent of available thrust, of the predicted thrust.
Current thrust: The current thrust is displayed as a
column on the thrust indicator. The color of the column
will reflect the operating condition (green for normal,
yellow for caution, and red for warning). Under steady-
state situations, the thrust predictor and the current
thrust values should be in general agreement.
Parameter
values
NI, left engine /
Figure 3.
92919281
......,:.., ,...,
i_1--- Upper limit
I (red)
Upper warning (red)
-4--Upper caution
(yellow)
_9--Normal (green)
_--Lower caution (yellow)
Lower warning (red)
__.Lower limit
t" L I R L I a _ (red)
NI £GT
l_)The column (green)
shows a slightly low
deviation.
Q The column (yellow)
shows a deviation
into the caution
region.
Representative monitoring indicators.
Monitoring: The major display elements used for monitoring are column-
deviation indicators (see figure 3). In general, these indicators will
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show a difference between the actual value and an estimated value for
each engine parameter. The indicators are divided into normal,
caution, and warning ranges for differences both above and below the
estimate. The ranges associated with the differences are as follows:
normal : 0 to 10% ,
caution : I0 to 15% , and
warning : greater than 15%.
In addition, conventional limitations are merged with the deviations
as the parameter approaches the limit. For example, the N1 caution
limit, which begins at 94% NI, is merged with the N1 deviation value
beginning at 89% NI. The merging is designed so that N1 deviation
column will just begin transitioning into the caution area as N1
reaches 94%. The deviation columns are the color of the associated
range.
Each column-deviation indicator includes a digital presentation of the
actual value. This digital readout will be the same color as the
associated column.
Ouantitative-Data Test Sequence
The quantitative-data part of this test will use both takeoff and
inflight scenarios. Your only task will be to control and monitor the
aircraft engines. For each of the two display formats, you will be
given 2 takeoff scenarios and 2 inflight scenarios. None of the
scenarios will be repeated.
For the takeoff task, you will be provided with the appropriate EPR
or thrust reference settings and the V 1 speed. Your task for this
situation is to set takeoff power and monitor the engine systems. The
data collection will begin at the time you advance the throttles. From
the time of throttle advance, you will have 4 seconds to set the
takeoff power and monitor the engine systems. The engine displays will
blank at the end of this 4-second period. According to the Boeing
takeoff checklist, you should adjust takeoff power before 60 knots. To
allow you to do this, the engine displays will be turned on at 55
knots for a 2-second period. The displays will again be turned on for
a 2-second period beginning 5 knots prior to V1 for a final systems
check. Performance measures will include control activity and the
accuracy in setting takeoff power. If any unusual or abnormal engine
response is noted, you should announce "abort takeoff."
The inflight task will be for you to increase engine power to
approximately maximum, as though you were anticipating an expedited
climb. For these scenarios, you will have a single 3-second period to
both set the engine power and monitor the engine systems.
A general questionnaire will be completed immediately after the
quantitative-data test sequence.
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CRITICAL ENGINEPARAMETERS
JT8D-7
EPR and THRUSTLimits : EPR and thrust limits are automatically
computed and displayed. For takeoff,
however, the takeoff performance chart
should be consulted for power limits.
N Limits : Normal
1 Caution
Warning
- 0 to 94 %
- 94 to i00.I %
- above i00.I %
EGT Limits : Normal
Caution
Warning
- below 535 degrees C
- 535 to 570 degrees C
- above 570 degrees C
N Limits : Normal
2 Caution
Warning
- 0 to 94 %
- 94 to I00.0 %
- above I00.0 %
Oil Pressure : Warning
Caution
Normal
Warning
- below 35 PSI
- 35 to 40 PSI
- 40 to 55 PSI
- above 55 PSI
Oil Temperature : warning
Normal
Caution
Warning
- below 40 degrees C
- 40 to 120 degrees C
- 120 to 157 degrees C
- above 157 degrees C
Oil Quantity : Warning
Normal
- below 1.0 gal
- above 1.0 gal
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APPENDIX G
QUIZ OF CRITICAL ENGINE PARAMETERS
The following quiz will test your knowledge of the critical
engine parameters for the JTSD-7 engine. This information would
be expected to be committed to memory by any pilot operating an
aircraft using these engines. This is a "from memory only" quiz.
A score of 100% accuracy is required to participate as a
subject.
I.
2.
3. %.
4.
5. %.
6. %.
7. °C.
8. °C.
9. °C.
I0. The NORMAL OIL PRESSURE operating range is
to PSI.
ii. The CAUTION OIL PRESSURE operating range is
to PSI.
12. The WARNING OIL PRESSURE operating range is
below or above PSI.
13. The NORMAL OIL TEMPERATURE operating range is
to °C.
14. The CAUTION OIL TEMPERATURE operating range is
to °C.
15. The WARNING OIL TEMPERATURE operating range is
below or above °C.
16. The NORMAL OIL QUANTITY operating range is anything
above GAL.
17. The WARNING OIL QUANTITY operating range is anything
below GAL.
The NORMAL N 1 operating range is to %.
The CAUTION N 1 operating range is to %.
The WARNING N 1 operating range is anything above
The NORMAL N 2 operating range is to %.
The CAUTION N 2 operating range is to
The WARNING N 2 operating range is anything above
The NORMAL EGT operating range is anything below
The CAUTION EGT operating range is to
The WARNING EGT operating range is anything above
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APPENDIX H
PILOT QUESTIONNAIRES
The questionnaires were administered in the following sequence.
i. Questionnaire A was administered after the pilot
familiarization and qualitative evaluation of the modern
format. ......
2. Questionnaire B was administered after the pilot
familiarization and qualitative evaluation of the advanced
format.
3. Questionnaire C was administered immediately after
Questionnaire B.
4. Questionnaires C and D were administered after the
quantitative evaluation.
Ii0
QUESTIONNAIRE- A
This is a check-the-block questionnaire. For each question, mark your
answer inside the block that best describes your opinion.
Definitions-
extremely accurate : no perceived error.
fairly accurate : minor but insignificant error.
extremely easy : intuitive, no mental effort is required to use.
fairly easy : minor mental workload, some thought is required to use.
extremely rapid : instantaneous, one input.
fairly rapid : one large input followed 1 or 2 minor corrections.
I. Overall, how easy did you find this display format to use?
I I I I I J
extremely fairly
easy easy
2. How easy did you find the display element for control (EPR) to use?
I I ] l i I
extremely fairly
easy easy
3. How rapidly were you able to set engine power?
I _ I I I .I l
extremely fairly
rapid rapid
4. How accurately were you able to set engine power?
L ] !. ] J I
extremely fairly
accurate accurate
5. How easy did you find the display elements for monitoring (engine
health) to use?
I l I I I J
extremely fairly
easy easy
6. How rapidly were you able to detect an out-of-tolerance condition?
I I I I I l
extremely fairly
rapid rapid
iii
QUESTIONNAIRE- B
This is a check-the-block questionnaire. For each question, mark your
answer inside the block that best describes your opinion.
Definitions-
extremely accurate : no perceived error.
fairly accurate : minor but insignificant error.
extremely easy : intuitive, no mental effort is required to use.
fairly easy: minor mental workload, some thought is required to use.
extremely rapid : instantaneous, one input.
fairly rapid : one large input followed 1 or 2 minor corrections.
i. Overall, how easy did you find this display format to use?
I i I I I I
extremely fairly
easy easy
2. How easy did you find the display element for control (thrust) to
use?
I I ! J I I
extremely fairly
easy easy
3. How rapidly were you able to set engine power?
I I ! I I I =
extremely fairly
rapid rapid
4. How accurately were you able to set engine power?
I i l 1 I I
extremely fairly
accurate accurate
5. How easy did you find the display elements for monitoring (engine
health) to use?
extremely fairly
easy easy
6. How rapidly were you able to detect an out-of-tolerance condition?
I 1 I I 1 I
extremely fairly
rapid rapid
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QUESTIONNAIRE - C
This is a check-the-block questionnaire. For each question, mark your
answer inside the block that best describes your opinion.
i. Overall, which display format did you find easier to use?
I I I I 1 I
modern no advanced
easier difference easier
2. For which display format did you find engine control easier?
I I I I I I
modern no advanced
easier difference easier
3. Which display format allowed the faster setting of engine power?
I I I I I ]
modern no advanced
faster difference faster
4. Which display format allowed the more accurate setting of engine
power?
I I ! I I I
modern no advanced
more accurate difference more accurate
5. For which display format did you find engine monitoring easier?
I ] i i i i
modern no advanced
easier difference easier
6. Which display format allowed the faster detection of out-of-
tolerance conditions?
t I I I l I
modern no advanced
faster difference faster
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QUESTIONNAIRE - D
Regarding the advanced display only, please provide a short answer to
each of the foilowing questions.
i. In general, what did you like or dislike about this format.
2. What did you like or dislike about the thrust display element.
3. What did you like or dislike about the monitoring display elements.
_z
4. If you have any additional comments, please include them
here.
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